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Abstract
We generate a natural hierarchy of equivalences for asynchronous name-passing process calculi
from simple variations on Milner and Sangiorgi’s definition of weak barbed bisimulation. The π -cal-
culus, used here, and the join calculus are examples of such calculi. We prove that barbed congruence
coincides with Honda and Yoshida’s reduction equivalence, and with asynchronous labeled bisimu-
lation when the calculus includes name matching, thus closing those two conjectures. We also show
that barbed congruence is coarser when only one barb is tested. For the π -calculus, it becomes a limit
bisimulation, whereas for the join calculus, it coincides with both fair testing equivalence and with
the weak barbed version of Sjödin and Parrow’s coupled simulation.
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1. Introduction
There is a large number of proposals for the “right” equivalence for concurrent pro-
cesses––see for instance van Glabbeek’s impressive overview of weak equivalences [19].
Choosing the proper equivalence to state a correctness argument often means striking a
delicate balance between intuitively compelling statements and manageable proof tech-
niques. For instance, there are many effective, sometimes automated techniques for proving
bisimulation-based equivalences, even for infinite systems, but it can be quite hard to prove
that two processes are not bisimilar––and to interpret this situation––because bisimulation
does not directly correspond to an operational model. On the other hand, the proof that two
processes are not testing equivalent is simply a failure scenario, but it can be quite hard to
directly prove a testing equivalence.
 A preliminary extended abstract appears in [16].∗ Corresponding author.
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In this paper, we cast some of these equivalences in a simple unifying hierarchy––
summarized in Figs. 3–5 of Section 9. While the equivalences are hardly new, our results
relate different styles of definition: trace-based versus bisimulation-based, labeled seman-
tics versus reduction semantics, fairness versus coupled simulations, limit bisimulations
versus co-inductive bisimulations. We identify four main equivalences, with increasing
discriminating power. In this hierarchy, one can start a proof effort at the upper tier with a
simple labeled bisimulation proof; if this fails, one can switch to a coarser equivalence by
augmenting the partial proof; if the proof still fails for the testing equivalences in the last
tiers, then meaningful counter-examples can be found. The hierarchy is backed by several
new results:
• We close a conjecture of Honda and Yoshida [22] by showing that barbed equivalence
equals their reduction-based equivalence, with or without name matching (Theorem 1).
• We close a conjecture of Milner and Sangiorgi [29] by showing that labeled bisimilarity
equals barbed equivalence for all processes in the presence of name matching (Theorem
5).
• We show that barbed equivalence with a single test is strictly coarser than the corres-
ponding reduction-based equivalence. In the π-calculus, it yields a surprising limit bi-
simulation (Theorem 2). In the join calculus, or in the π-calculus with an adapted defi-
nition of observation, it yields fair testing equivalence (Theorem 3).
• We bridge the gap between bisimulation and testing equivalences by showing that fair
testing [9,10,31] coincides with a form of coupled simulation [34] (Theorem 4).
• Conversely, we provide counter-examples that establish several strict inclusions
between equivalence relations.
Before discussing these technical subtleties, we spend some time to sketch a general
picture and to motivate our choices. Our framework is based on abstract reduction sys-
tems (P,→,↓x), where P is a set of processes, →⊆ P×P is a reduction relation on
processes, and ↓x is a family of predicates on processes. The predicates ↓x are syntactic
properties meant to detect the outcome of the computation (e.g., “success”, convergence,
etc.). This style of definition is relatively independent of syntactic details, is adapted for
higher-order settings, and is especially convenient to relate different calculi. The most
studied reduction system is probably the λ-calculus. In process calculi based on labeled
transition systems, such as CCS or the π-calculus, the reductions are the internal (τ ) transi-
tions and the predicates are immediate communication capabilities––the barbs [29]. These
predicates induce equivalences and preorders on processes, which can then be refined by
additional requirements such as context-closure or bisimulation.
We are interested in equivalences for asynchronous concurrent systems. This motivates
our choice of equivalences, exclusively defined in terms of weak reductions (→∗) and
weak barbs (→∗↓x). However, many results on those equivalences do not depend on asyn-
chrony. Although our results were first obtained in the join calculus, they are stated here
in the more familiar asynchronous π-calculus [6], which enjoys similar properties in this
respect. (The main exceptions are discussed in Section 6.) Some inclusions between equi-
valences are general and easily established; others are less immediate and more specific to
the π-calculus; their proofs typically rely on some encoding.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the syntax, operational seman-
tics, and types for the asynchronous π-calculus. In Section 3, we define evaluation contexts
and barbs, introduce two basic equivalences, may testing and barbed congruence, and discuss
context-closure properties. In Section 4, we study intermediate equivalences, fair testing and
barbed coupled congruence. In Sections 5 and 6, we reconsider our choice of observations:
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we define existential tests and committed tests, respectively, and explore the resulting variants
for all our equivalences. In Section 7, we focus on an auxiliary notion of equivalence, dou-
bled-barbed bisimilarity, and use it to prove Theorem 1. In Section 8, we finally consider
labeled semantics. In Section 9, we summarize our results as a hierarchy of equivalences, for
reduction systems in general and for the asynchronous π-calculus in particular.
Notations. We write t˜ for a tuple of terms t1, . . . , tn of length n  0. All our relations
are binary. We usually adopt an infix notation for relations. We write Id for the identity
relation. Let R and R′ be two relations. We write RR′ for the composition of relations
{(x, y) | ∃z.xR zR′ y},R−1 for the converse relation {(y, x) | xR y},Rn for the repeated
relation inductively defined by R0 = Id and Rn+1 = RRn, R= for the reflexive closure
Id ∪R, and R∗ for the reflexive-transitive closure ⋃n0Rn. We usually adapt postfix
notations for predicates. Every relation R defines an existential predicate, also written R,
defined by xR = ∃y | xR y. Let ↓ be a predicate; the relationR refines ↓ when for all P ,
Q such that P RQ, P ↓ implies Q ↓.
2. An asynchronous π-calculus (review)
In this paper, we focus on a core, polyadic, asynchronous π-calculus. We assume some
knowledge of the π-calculus, and refer to [27,28,40] for more details and explanations. Our
notations and definitions are mostly standard. We use the following grammar for processes:
P,Q,R ::= processes
x¯〈z1, . . . , zn〉 asynchronous emission
‖ x(y1, . . . , yn).Q reception
‖ 0 null process
‖ P |P ′ parallel composition
‖ !Q replication
‖ νy.P scope restriction
‖ [x = z]Q name matching (optional)
where the names y1, . . . , yn are pairwise distinct. We say that a process is guarded when it
occurs under a reception, a replication, or a name matching (processes Q above). We use
the following abbreviations for processes: x¯ for x¯〈 〉, x.P for x( ).P , x(y˜) for x(y˜).0, and
νy1, . . . , yn.P for νy1. . . . .νyn.P .
We assume given a countable set of names x, y, z, . . . ∈N. Names appearing in a
process can either be free, or be bound by a reception or a restriction (names y1, . . . , yn
and y in the grammar above). We write fv(P ) for the free names of P . As for λ-terms, we
say that a process has sort S when fv(P ) ⊆ S.
The operational semantics follows those given in [40]. Structural equivalence, ≡, is
the smallest equivalence on processes that meets the equations below and is closed by
application of evaluation contexts and renamings of bound names:
P ≡ P |0 νx.0≡ 0
P |(Q|R)≡ (P |Q)|R νx.νy.P ≡ νy.νx.P
P |Q≡Q|P P |νx.Q≡ νx.(P |Q) when x ∈ fv(P )
!P ≡ P |!P
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Reduction steps →, input transitions x(y˜)−→, and output transitions (˜z)x¯〈y˜〉−−−→ are the smallest
relations on processes that meet the equations below. (We use here the asynchronous input
rule initially proposed by Honda and Yoshida [22].) In the equations, α→ ranges over any of
these relations, and fv(α) and bv(α) are the free names and bound names of α, respectively,
x¯〈y˜〉|x(˜z).Q → Q{y˜/˜z}
[x = x]Q → Q
0
x(y˜)−→ x¯〈y˜〉
x¯〈y˜〉 x¯〈y˜〉−→ 0
P ≡ α→≡ Q
P
α→ Q
P
α→ Q fv(R) ∩ bv(α) = ∅
P |R α→ Q|R
P
α→ Q x ∈ fv(α) ∪ bv(α)
νx.P
α→ νx.Q
P
(˜z)x¯〈y˜〉−−−→ Q t ∈ fv((˜z)x¯〈y˜〉) \ {x}
νt.P
(t,˜z)x¯〈y˜〉−−−−−→ Q
We will need name matching and labeled transitions only in Sections 7 and 8. By
default, we always consider processes and contexts without the name matching prefix.
Otherwise, we explicitly mention terms in the “π-calculus with matching”.
Although the presence of a type system is usually irrelevant, some encodings depend
on its expressiveness. We rely on the (simple, recursive, pure) type system given in [40,
Sections 6.4–6.7]. We use the following grammar for the types of names:
σ, τ ::= communication types
〈σ1, . . . , σn〉 channel type
‖ α, o, . . . type variable
‖ µo.σ recursive type
We identify types that are equal by renaming of µ-bound variables, by folding, and by
unfolding of recursive types. We always assume that our terms are well-typed, even though
we usually omit type annotations; when we need to be explicit (e.g., in Lemma 36), we only
annotate the scope restriction construct, as in [40]. Likewise, we usually keep the typing
context implicit. We say that a name is nullary when it has type 〈 〉 in this implicit context.
Our calculus does not have a primitive choice operator, or a silent action. Instead, we
define a derived internal choice operator
⊕
i∈I Pi
def= νt.(t¯ |∏i t .Pi) where I is a finite set
and t is a name that does not appear in any Pi . We write P1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Pn for ⊕i=1,...,n Pi ,
and write τ.P1 for
⊕
i=1 P1. More generally, we say that P =
⊕
Pi∈P Pi is an internal
choice on P for some equivalence φ when:
(1) for all Pi ∈ P, we have P →∗ φ Pi ;
(2) if P →∗ P ′, then either P ′ is an internal choice on P with P φ P ′, or there exists
Pi ∈ P with Pi →∗ φ P ′;
(3) P does not communicate on free names.
For finite P, with the implementation above, this property holds for strong labeled bisimi-
larity.
3. Congruences, tests, and bisimulations
In order to define observational equivalences, we first set up notions of context closure
and basic observation. As usual, contexts are processes with a hole, written C[ ]. For some
given family of contexts, and to every relation φ on processes, we associate its congru-
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ence closure φ◦ def= {(P,Q) | ∀C[ ].C[P ]φ C[Q]}. A relation (resp. an equivalence) φ is a
precongruence (resp. a congruence) when φ = φ◦.
We define our notions of congruence and precongruence for a particular class of con-
texts: an evaluation context is a context where the hole [ ] occurs exactly once, and not
under a guard––these contexts are called static contexts in [26]. Evaluation contexts de-
scribe environments that can communicate with the process being observed, but can neither
replicate it nor prevent its internal reductions. Since we are mostly interested in congru-
ences for evaluation contexts, we will use plain relation symbols (",≈, . . .) for them, and
dotted relation symbols ("˙, ≈˙, . . .) otherwise.
In the π-calculus, evaluation contexts are given by the grammar:
C[ ] ::= [ ] ‖Q|C[ ] ‖C[ ]|Q ‖ νx.C[ ]
In this paper, all context closure properties refer to these contexts. Up to structural
equivalence, they are of the form C[ ] = νy˜.([ ]|Q): for all C[ ] that bind the names x˜,
and for all processes P , there exist a process Q and distinct names y˜ such that C[P ] ≡
νy˜.(P {y˜/x˜}|Q).
Our π-calculus is asynchronous in the sense of [6,8]: in a given process, emission on
a free name x can be observed using, for instance, an evaluation context x(y˜).P |[ ] with a
reception on x that can trigger any process P . Conversely, reception on x is not directly
observable using an emission on x, because emissions don’t have guarded processes; for
example, the process x.x¯ is not detectable. We define our observation predicates accord-
ingly:
Definition 1. The predicate ↓x––the strong barb on x––detects whether a process emits
on name x in an evaluation context: P ↓x if and only if P ≡ νy˜.(x¯ 〈˜z〉|Q) with x ∈ {y˜}.
The barbs only detect the superficial behavior of a process––for instance they do not
separate x¯〈y〉 from x¯〈z〉––but in combination with the congruence property they provide a
behavioral account of processes.
3.1. May testing
Testing semantics have a long history, which can be traced back to the Morris equiva-
lence for the λ-calculus [30]. As regards process calculi, they have been proposed for CCS
in [11,20,26] then extended to the π-calculus [7] and the join calculus [23].
Testing semantics are usually defined as a preorder relation % (the corresponding equiv-
alence being % ∩ %−1). This preorder is commonly interpreted as the “correct implemen-
tation” relation: an implementation can rule out some traces, but not exhibit traces whose
behavior is not captured by the specification. This direct interpretation is an advantage of
testing equivalences over bisimulations, which are typically strictly finer [26].
In general, a test is an observer plus a way of observing; here, observers are evaluation
contexts and observations are barbs:
Definition 2. The may predicate ⇓x––the barb on x––detects whether a process can emit
on x, possibly after performing some internal reductions. The may testing equivalence
"may (resp. the may testing preorder%may) is the largest congruence (resp. precongruence)
that respects the barbs ⇓x :
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P ⇓x def= ∃P ′.P →∗ P ′ ↓x
P %may Q def= ∀C[ ], x.C[P ] ⇓x implies C[Q] ⇓x
P "may Q def= ∀C[ ], x.C[P ] ⇓x if and only if C[Q] ⇓x
A typical example of may testing equivalence is P ⊕ 0 "may P for any process P . May
testing is most useful to prove safety properties: the specification of a program says that
bad things should never happen. Thus suitable behaviors are characterized as those with
no bad barbs. For example, it is adequate to specify security properties in cryptographic
protocols [4]. However, may testing says nothing on the presence of suitable behaviors. In
Section 4, we consider other testing semantics that address this issue.
3.2. Bisimulations and congruences
Bisimulation-based equivalences [26,33] are often preferred to testing semantics for
the π-calculus. Independently of their theoretical appeal, they can be established by co-
induction, by considering only a few reduction steps at a time instead of whole traces.
Moreover, numerous sophisticated techniques lead to smaller candidate bisimulations, and
to modular proofs (see [38,40] for some examples).
Definition 3. A relation R ⊆ P×P is a (weak, reduction-based) simulation if, for all
P, P ′,Q such that P RQ and P →∗ P ′, there exists Q′ such that Q→∗ Q′ and P ′RQ′.
In short: R−1 →∗ ⊆→∗R−1.
Barbed bisimilarity has been proposed by Milner and Sangiorgi [29] as a uniform basis
to define behavioral equivalences on different process calculi:
Definition 4. A simulation R is a barbed simulation when it refines all barbs: if P RQ
and P ⇓x , then Q ⇓x . A relation R is an barbed bisimulation when both R and R−1 are
barbed simulations. The largest barbed bisimulation is called barbed bisimilarity, and is
written ≈˙.
This style of definition is not entirely unrelated to testing semantics:
Proposition 5. In any reduction system (P,→,↓x), (1) the largest barbed simulation is
the preorder that refines all barbs ⇓x; (2) its precongruence, the may testing preorder
%may, is the largest precongruence that is a barbed simulation.
Proof. (1) The preorder that refines all barbs is a weak simulation, since any reduction
steps can be trivially simulated by no step. Conversely, the largest weak simulation is also
a preorder.
(2) By definition, %may is a precongruence; using the first part of the theorem, it is
also a barbed simulation, hence it is included in the largest precongruence that is a barbed
simulation. The converse inclusion holds by definition. 
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Unlike may testing, however, barbed bisimulation reveals the internal branching struc-
ture of processes, and thus it induces congruences finer than testing semantics. Remarkably,
there are at least two reasonable ways of ensuring the congruence property:
• either take the largest congruence included in the largest barbed bisimulation; this is the
two-stage definition traditionally chosen for CCS and the π-calculus, e.g. [29,36,40];
• or take the largest congruence that is a barbed bisimulation; this is essentially the
“reduction-based” equivalence chosen for the ν-calculus in [21,22], and the barbed
congruence used in our previous works [1–3,14].
Definition 6. Barbed equivalence, written ≈˙◦, is the largest congruence included in barbed
bisimilarity. Barbed congruence, written ≈, is the largest congruence that is a barbed
bisimulation.
By definition, the two congruences coincide if and only if ≈˙◦ is itself a bisimulation, but
this is not necessarily the case (we give counterexamples in Sections 5–7) and in general
we only have ≈ ⊆≈˙◦. The two diagrams below stress the difference between the two defi-
nitions: for processes related by ≈˙◦, the relation that is preserved in bisimulation diagrams
after applying the congruence property is ≈˙, and not ≈˙◦; on the contrary, the congruence
property of ≈ is preserved through repeated applications of bisimulation and congruence
properties.
(As usual in bisimulation diagrams, we use plain and dotted lines to represent universally-
and existentially-quantified relations, respectively.)
Technically, the two definitions also induce different kinds of candidate relations in
co-inductive proofs. As illustrated in this paper, ≈ seems easier to establish than ≈˙◦. For-
tunately, the two equivalences coincide in our setting:
Theorem 1. In the π-calculus, we have ≈˙◦ = ≈.
The proof relies on a variant of bisimilarity with two barbs and a series of encodings. It
is detailed in Section 7.
To conclude this section, we recall standard but useful properties of barbed congruence.
We omit their proofs. We begin with a convenient proof technique (see [40, Section 2.4]):
Lemma 7. To establish R⊆ ≈, it suffices to show that, for all P RQ:
(1) if P ↓x, then Q ⇓x; conversely if Q ↓x, then P ⇓x;
(2) if P → P ′, then there is Q′ such that Q→∗ Q′ and P ′ ≡ R= ≈ Q′;
if Q→ Q′, then there is P ′ such that P →∗ P ′ and P ′ ≈ R= ≡ Q′;
(3) for all evaluation contexts C, we have C[P ] ≈ R= ≈ C[Q].
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The next proposition introduces Honda and Yoshida’s “equators” [22], that is, processes
that make two names indistinguishable by forwarding any messages sent on one of those
names to the other.
Proposition 8 (Equators). Let Eyx def=!x(˜z).y¯ 〈˜z〉|!y(˜z).x¯ 〈˜z〉. For all π-calculus processes P
such that P |Eyx is well-typed, we have νx.(P |Eyx ) ≈ P {y/x}.
The equation above relies on a key property of asynchronous systems: the presence
of intermediate buffers on communication channels cannot be observed. As discussed in
Section 8, this equation holds only in the absence of name matching.
In our definition of congruence, we consider only evaluation contexts. However, we
can systematically use the equation above to obtain stronger context-closure properties for
congruences coarser than barbed congruence:
Corollary 9. In the π-calculus, (1) let φ be a precongruence such that ≈ ⊆φ. Then φ is
also closed by substitutions on free names. (2) The relations %may, ≈˙◦, and ≈ are closed
by application of arbitrary π-calculus contexts.
Proof. (1) Since any given processes related by φ have a finite number of free names,
it suffices to prove that φ is closed by all single substitutions {y/x}. If P φQ, then νx.
(E
y
x |P) φ νx.(Eyx |Q) using the precongruence property of φ. By Proposition 8, we have
νx.(E
y
x |P) ≈ P {y/x}, hence νx.(Eyx |Q)φ P {y/x} and, by transitivity, P {y/x}φ Q{y/x}.
(2) The proofs are standard; they rely on (1) for the input guards. 
4. Fair testing and coupled simulations
In this section, we attempt to reconcile testing semantics and bisimulation-based seman-
tics by considering intermediate equivalences between "may and ≈.
4.1. Fair testing
We first consider how may testing can be refined to capture the positive behavior of
processes. The usual approach is to observe messages that are always emitted, indepen-
dently of internal choices: the must predicate detects outputs that are present on all finite
traces (P ↓xdef= ∀P ′.P →∗ P ′ → implies P ′ ↓x) and can be used to define must testing
and may-and-must testing equivalences as in Definition 2. These relations, however, are
not asynchronous, and they are unduly sensitive to diverging behaviors: they interpret all
infinite computations in the same manner. Instead, one can modify the must predicate to
incorporate a notion of “abstract fairness”, and obtain a fine testing equivalence, initially
proposed for variants of CCS by Brinksma et al. [9,10] and Natarajan and Cleaveland
[31].
Definition 10. The fair-must predicate  ⇓x detects whether a process always retains the
possibility of emitting on x. The fair testing preorder %fair is the largest precongruence
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whose inverse refines the fair-must predicates  ⇓x . The fair testing equivalence %fair is
the largest congruence that refines the fair-must predicates  ⇓x :
P ⇓x def= ∀P ′.P →∗ P ′ implies P ′ ⇓x
P %fair Q def= ∀C[ ], x.C[Q] ⇓x implies C[P ] ⇓x
P "fair Q def= ∀C[ ], x.C[Q] ⇓x if and only if C[P ] ⇓x
For all processes P , if P ⇓x then P ⇓x , and if there are no infinite computations,
P ↓x and P ⇓x coincide. Fairness is hidden in the fair-must predicate: P ⇓x suc-
ceeds if there is still a way to emit on x after any reduction. Intuitively, the model is
the set of barbs present on all finite and infinite fair traces. For instance, we have
νz.(z¯|z.x¯|!z.z¯) "fair x¯, although the left-hand-side process has infinite reductions that never
trigger x¯.
By definition, may testing and fair testing equivalences are generally unrelated, but in
the π-calculus fair testing is in fact strictly finer:
Proposition 11. In the π-calculus, we have %fair ⊂ %may and "fair ⊂ "may.
Proof. %fair ⊆ %may: we only have to prove that %fair refines the barbs ⇓x . We use the
evaluation context C[ ] def= νr, z.(r¯〈y〉|x(˜v).r¯〈z〉|r(u).u¯|[ ]) that transforms the presence of
the barb ⇓x into the absence of the fair-must barb  ⇓y . For any processes P and Q of
sort S with r, z, y ∈ S ∪ v˜, we have P ⇓x if and only if C[P ]  ⇓y . If P %fair Q and
P ⇓x then, by context-closure property, C[P ] %fair C[Q], C[P ]  ⇓y , hence C[Q]  ⇓y
and Q ⇓x .
The inclusions are strict, since x¯ ⊕ 0 "may x¯ and x¯ ⊕ 0 %fair x¯. 
Fair testing equivalence is also the largest congruence that refines both may- and fair-
must-predicates. This property of fair testing also holds in CCS, in the join calculus, and for
Actors, where a similar equivalence is proposed as the main semantics [5]. Conversely, we
will establish that fair testing is strictly coarser than barbed congruence (≈ ⊂ "fair). Sim-
ilar inclusions are established in [9,31]; the authors remark that weak bisimulation equiva-
lences incorporate a particular notion of fairness, they identify sensitivity to the branching
structure as an undesirable property of bisimulation, and they propose simulation-based
sufficient conditions to establish fair testing.
In terms of discriminating power, fair testing is an appealing equivalence for asynchro-
nous systems: it is stronger than may testing, detects deadlocks, but remains insensitive
to termination and livelocks. (A process has a deadlock when it can reach a state with
no observable behavior; in an asynchronous setting, this is independent of livelocks and
termination.) In [10], for instance, distributed communication protocols are studied using
the fair testing preorder as an implementation relation. Note, however, that “abstract fair-
ness” is not enforced by practical scheduling policies. Fair testing suffers from another
technical drawback: direct proofs of equivalence are very difficult because they involve
nested inductions for all quantifiers in the definition of fair-must tests in all evaluation
contexts. The redeeming feature of fair testing is that it can be established using finer
simulation-based equivalences. Precisely, we will establish a tight characterization of fair
testing using coupled simulations in Section 6.
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4.2. Coupled simulations
Independently of fair testing, labeled coupled simulation has been proposed in [34]
to address similar issues; this simulation-based preorder does not require an exact corre-
spondence between the internal choices, and thus abstracts some of the branching struc-
ture revealed by bisimulation. Weakly coupled simulation is a variant that is insensitive
to divergence [35]. It is used in [32] to establish the correctness of an encoding of the
choice operator in the asynchronous π-calculus. (Here, we use barbed weakly coupled
simulations, and we consider a single, self-coupled simulation, rather than a pair of coupled
simulations.)
Definition 12. A relationR is a barbed coupled simulation when it is a barbed simulation
that satisfies the coupling property: if P RQ, then Q→∗ RP .
Barbed coupled similarity, written ˙, is the largest barbed coupled simulation. Barbed
coupled precongruence, written , is the largest precongruence that is a barbed coupled
simulation.
We write ˙ def= ˙−1, ≶˙ def= ˙ ∩ ˙, and  def=−1. Barbed coupled congruence, written
≶, is  ∩.
Using diagrams, the simulation and coupling requirements of the definition are:
If a coupled simulation R is also symmetric (R = R−1), the coupling property is trivially
verified, and R is in fact a bisimulation. Thus, for any reduction system, we have the
inclusions ≈˙ ⊆ ≶˙ and ≈ ⊆≶.
Typically, the discrepancy between  and  is used to describe processes that are in a
transient state, bisimilar neither to the initial state nor to any final state. For example, for
any processes P , Q, R (and up to ≈ after reducing ⊕):
In the π-calculus, we obtain that the inclusions are strict (≈˙ ⊂ ≶˙ and ≈ ⊂≶) by compar-
ing, for instance, (x¯ ⊕ y¯)⊕ z¯ to x¯ ⊕ (y¯ ⊕ z¯).
The “upward-reduction closure” relation ←∗ is always a barbed coupled simulation.
We give a more general proof technique for establishing barbed coupled similarity using
smaller candidate coupled simulations:
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Lemma 13 (Coupled simulation up to). To establish R ⊆ ˙, it suffices to show that R
refines the barbs ⇓x and satisfies the diagram
Proof. We show that φ def= ≈˙ ←∗ R=≈˙ is a barbed coupled simulation:
• The relations ≈˙, ←, and R all refine barbs, hence so does φ.
• By bisimulation on the left ≈˙, we have ←∗ φ ⊆ φ, so φ is a simulation.
• The diagram of the lemma trivially holds with R= instead of R at the top. If
P ≈˙(←∗ R=) ≈˙Q then, using this diagram, P ≈˙(R−1)=→∗ ≈˙←∗ ≈˙Q and, by bi-
simulation on the right ≈˙, we obtain Q′ such that P ≈˙(R−1)=→∗ ≈˙Q′ ←∗ Q, that
is, P φ−1 Q′ ←∗ Q. 
As in the case of barbed bisimilarity in Section 3.2, there are two notions of congruence
for barbed coupled similarity, but with a different outcome here:
Lemma 14. In the π-calculus, we have ≶ ⊂ ≶˙◦.
Proof. The inclusion ≶ ⊆ ≶˙◦ holds by definition, as usual.
The discrepancy between the two congruences stems from internal choices that are
spawned between visible actions. For instance, we prove that:
(1) a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯ ≶˙◦ a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯)
(2) a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯ /≶ a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯)
Our proof illustrates the difficulty of dealing directly with ≶˙◦, even for simple equa-
tions. We let AB and AC be the processes defined by reducing the first sum: a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯ →
AB ≈ a.b¯ and a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯ → AC ≈ a.c¯. We begin with the second statement.
(2) Assume that we had a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯≶ a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯). Then, the reduction a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯ → AB
above must be simulated by no reduction (since a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯) →). Moreover, AB →,
hence the two processes are coupled, and we have a.b¯≶ a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯). By congruence
property, for the evaluation context νab.(a¯|[ ]), we obtain
νab.(a¯|a.b¯)≶ νab.(a¯|a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯))
and this equation is clearly false: only the process on the right has a barb ⇓c in two
steps, hence these processes are not even may testing equivalent.
(1) After choosing a particular evaluation context C[ ], however, the visible action yields
a potential internal reduction. In our processes, interaction with the context is limited
to reception on a; the context C[ ] may interact with our processes if and only if
there is another evaluation context C′[ ] such that C[ ] →∗ C′[a¯|[ ]]. We abbreviate
this property as C ⇓.
We establish the equivalence above in a mostly co-inductive style by applying
Lemma 13. We let R be the relation that contains the following pairs of processes:
for every evaluation context C[ ],
C[a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯] R C[a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯)] (1)
C[a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯)] R C[a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯] (2)
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C[a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯)] R C[AB] when not C ⇓ (3)
C[a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯)] R C[AC] when not C ⇓ (4)
In (3) and (4), the condition on C[ ] makes all related processes behave as C[0]
(up to ≈). In particular, the requirements of Lemma 13 are easily met.
In (1) and (2), the requirement on barbs can be reformulated as the simple may testing
equation a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯ "may a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯). The diagram requires more work. In (1), assume
C[a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯] →∗ T ; We distinguish several cases:
(a) the sum a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯ is not reduced. Hence the enclosing context cannot inter-
act with this process and, for some other context C′[ ], we have C[ ] →∗ C′[ ]
and T ≡ C′[a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯]. The same series of reductions applied on the other side
yields the process C′[a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯)]. These two resulting processes are related by
(2).
(b) the process a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯ is reduced, e.g. a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯ → AB, and
(i) either the enclosing context does not interact with this AB, and instead
we have C[ ] →∗ C′[ ] ⇓ and T ≡ C′[AB]. We perform the same series of
reductions on the other side, and the two resulting processes are related by
(3);
(ii) or the context emits a¯ that interacts with the resulting process AB. In that
case, C[a.(b¯ ⊕ c¯)]→∗≈ T by using the same series of reductions, except
for the internal choice which has to be deferred until communication on a
enables it. The two resulting processes are bisimilar;
(iii) or this interaction does not occur, but the context can still emit on a:
we have T ≡ C′[AB] →∗ C′′[a¯|AB], thus T →∗≈C′′[b¯], and we obtain
reductions C[a.b¯ ⊕ a.c¯]→∗≈C′′[b¯] as in the previous case.
In (2), we perform a similar case analysis, but the situation is simpler:
(a) The context does not interact with the process (which is inert in isolation); the
two resulting processes are related by (1).
(b) The context provides a message a¯ received by the process, and
(i) either the sum b¯ ⊕ c¯ is reduced in the following reductions. We anticipate
the right choice in the left process by reducing to AB or AC, then apply the
same series of reductions and obtain bisimilar processes.
(ii) or the internal choice is not reduced. We select any branch of the sum in the
left process, then perform the same series of reductions. The two resulting
processes are related by the reduction of b¯ ⊕ c¯ that chooses the same branch
in the right process, up to bisimilarity. 
The exact relation between fair testing and barbed coupled congruence is intriguing.
These equivalences are applied to the same problems, typically the study of distributed
protocols where high-level atomic steps are implemented as a negotiation between dis-
tributed components, with several steps that perform a gradual commitment. Yet, their
definitions are very different, and both have their advantages; fair testing is arguably more
natural than coupled congruence, but lacks efficient proof techniques.
It is not too hard to establish that (the inverse of) barbed coupled simulations also refine
fair-must barbs. The proof uses simulations in both directions, which somehow reflects the
alternation of quantifiers in the definition of fair-must barbs.
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Lemma 15. In any reduction system, (1) the inverse of barbed coupled simulations refine
all fair-must barbs: let R be a barbed coupled simulation. If P R−1 Q and P ⇓x, then
also Q ⇓x . Hence, (2) the precongruence of barbed coupled similarity is finer than fair
testing: ˙◦ ⊆ %fair.
Proof. (1) If Q→∗ Q′, these reductions can be simulated by P →∗ P ′R−1 Q′. Using
the coupling condition, we also have P ′ →∗ P ′′RQ′. By definition of P ⇓x , we have
P ′′ ⇓x . Finally, R refines weak barbs, and thus Q′ ⇓x .
(2) ˙ refines all fair tests  ⇓x , hence ˙◦ refines them in any evaluation contexts. 
In the π-calculus, this precongruence is strictly finer than fair testing:
Lemma 16. In the π-calculus, we have ˙◦ ⊂ %fair and ≶˙◦ ⊂ "fair.
Proof. For instance, we have (1) a "fair a ⊕ 0 but (2) a ˙◦(a ⊕ 0):
(1) Since a ⊕ 0 →≈ a, if C[a ⊕ 0] ⇓x , then also C[a] ⇓x . Conversely, assume
C[a] ⇓x . By induction on the number of reduction steps n  0, we show that
C[a ⊕ 0] →n Q implies Q ⇓x for all evaluation contexts C.
• n = 0: we have Q = C[a ⊕ 0] →≈ C[a] and C[a] ⇓x , hence Q ⇓x .
• Inductive case: if C[a ⊕ 0] → R →n Q, then one of the following holds:
(a) R ≡ C′[a ⊕ 0] and C[a] → C′[a] for some evaluation context C′. We have
C′[a] ⇓x and conclude by induction hypothesis.
(b) R ≈ C[a], hence Q ⇓x by hypothesis C[a] ⇓x .
(c) R ≈ C[0], hence Q ⇓x by hypothesis C[a] ⇓x and the general property
that C′[a] ⇓x implies C′[0] ⇓x (with the same reductions except the one that
consumes the input a and a message a¯).
(2) Otherwise, by applying the context a¯|[ ], we would have a¯|a ˙ a¯|(a ⊕ 0). The step
a¯|(a ⊕ 0)→≈ a¯ is simulated by some a¯|a →∗ T and, since a¯ ⇓a , we have T ≡ a¯|a.
By coupling and simulation, we obtain the contradiction 0 ≶˙ a¯. 
Nonetheless, the distance between fair testing and barbed coupled precongruence is
rather small. As we shall see in Section 6, both relations coincide in the join calculus, and
can be made to coincide in the π-calculus with a small restriction on the barbs.
5. Equivalences with a single observation
We complete our exploration of asynchronous equivalences with a discussion of alter-
nate definitions of observation. So far, we have used a specific output predicate ↓x for
every name, but there are other natural choices. In the initial paper on barbed equivalences
[29], and in most definitions of testing equivalences, a single predicate is used instead of
an indexed family. Either there is a special observable action ω, or all barbs are merged
into one. Accordingly, for every family of observation predicates (e.g., ⇓x), we define an
existential observation predicate that tests any of these predicates (e.g., P ⇓ def= ∃x.P ⇓x)
and, for every equivalence, we define its existential variant (e.g., ≈˙◦∃) that refines only ⇓,
at least by definition.
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Existential equivalences that are closed by application of evaluation contexts usually
coincide with their base equivalence. In the π-calculus, for example, for any process P
of finite sort S, we have ν(S \ {x}).P ⇓ if and only if P ⇓x , and thus we easily prove
"may,∃ = "may, "fair,∃ = "fair, ≶∃ = ≶, and ≈∃ = ≈ using evaluation contexts νx˜.[ ].
In contrast, when bisimulation and congruence are not jointly required in the definition,
existential equivalences can be significantly coarser. The question arises for the existential
variants of ≈˙◦ and ≶˙◦. Next, we establish the strict inclusion ≈˙◦∃ ⊂ ≈∃. Precisely, we show
that weak ∃-barbed congruence is an inductive, or limit, bisimulation.
5.1. Equivalence classes for ≈˙∃
We first characterize the equivalence classes for existential barbed bisimilarity ≈˙∃.
In Section 7, we show that observing barbs on just two different names created a rich hier-
archy of equivalence classes, from which an infinite set of prefix codes could be selected
(Lemma 31). If only a single test is available, then this construction collapses.
In the π-calculus, besides the obviously different processes T0 = 0 and T1 = x¯, we
have the process T2 = x¯|x whose only and peculiar behavior is to rescind its ↓x-barb to
become 0. Starting from these three processes, one can construct a quasi-linear sequence
of processes, setting Ti+3 = Ti ⊕ Ti+1.
In addition, we can code a limit process Tω ≈⊕i∈N Ti , as detailed below––by induction
on n, the equivalence given after the definition holds for any n  0:
Tω
def= νs, t0, t1, t2.
(
s(t).t¯ |∏2i=0(s¯〈ti〉|ti .Ti)|
νg.(g¯〈t0, t1, t2〉|!g(a, b, c).νd.(g¯〈b, c, d〉|s¯〈d〉|d.(a¯ ⊕ b¯)))
)
Tω ≈ νs, t0, . . . , tn+2.
(
s(t).t¯ |∏n+2i=0 (s¯〈ti〉|ti .Ti)|
νg.(g¯〈tn, tn+1, tn+2〉|!g(a, b, c).νd.(g¯〈b, c, d〉|s¯〈d〉|d.(a¯ ⊕ b¯)))
)
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We use these processes to partition processes, as follows:
Definition 17. The signature T (P ) of a process P is the set of indices of the Ti reachable
from P up to bisimilarity:
T (P ) = {i ∈ N | P →∗ ≈˙∃ Ti}
By definition, ≈˙∃-equivalent processes must have the same signature; the converse also
holds, because the sequence (Ti)iω spans exactly the equivalence classes of ≈˙∃:
Proposition 18. For any π-calculus process P, there is a unique j ∈ N ∪ {ω} such that
P ≈˙∃ Tj and, moreover, if j = ω then T (P ) = N; if j < ω then j = max T (P ) and
T (P ) = {0, . . . , j − 2, j}.
Proof. First, note that by construction of the (Tn)n∈N, we have Tn →∗ T ′ if and only
if T ′ ≈ Ti for some i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 2, n}; also, Tω →∗ T ′ if and only T ′ ≈ Ti for some
i  ω. The second half of the proposition therefore follows directly from the first half.
Let P be any process; if P ⇓ then P ≈ T0. Otherwise, we show that if T (P ) /= N,
then P ≈˙∃ Tn+1, where n = min(N \ T (P )), by induction on n. Assuming this holds for
all i < n, we define the relation Rn = {(P, Tn+1) | P ⇓ and n = min(N \ T (P ))} and
show that Rn ∪ ≈˙∃ is a barbed existential bisimulation. Suppose P Rn Tn+1; then both
P ⇓ and Tn+1 ⇓. If P →∗ P ′, then either P ′Rn Tn+1, or P ′ ≈˙∃ Ti for some i  n: take
i = 0 if P ′ ⇓ and i = 1 + min(N \ T (P ′)) otherwise. Furthermore i ∈ T (P ), so actually
i < n, and then Tn+1 →≈ Ti . Conversely, if Tn+1 →∗ T ′ then T ′ ≈ Ti for some i < n,
hence i ∈ T (P ), that is, P →∗ ≈˙∃ Ti . Similarly, the relation {(P, Tω)|T (P ) = N} ∪ ≈˙∃ is
a barbed existential bisimulation.
This shows the existence of a j such that P ≈˙∃ Tj ; this j is unique, because T0 is the
only Ti ⇓, Tω is the only Ti such that T (Ti) = N, and Tn+1 is the only Ti such that n+ 1 ∈
T (Ti) but n ∈ T (Ti). 
Next, we provide a shortcut for computing max T (P ) for a set of processes P ∈A
without actually performing a bisimulation proof. Intuitively, the setsBi contain processes
that must be reached from A, whereas the B′i contain additional processes that may be
reached from A. Moreover, all processes in any given set Bi , B′i are equivalent.
Lemma 19. For k > 0 and k′  0, let A,B1, . . . ,Bk,B′1, . . . ,B′k′ be sets of processes
such that
(a) for any P ∈A, and any i, 1  i  k, we have P →∗ Q for some Q ∈ Bi;
(b) for any P ∈A, if P → Q, then Q ∈A ∪B1 ∪ · · · ∪Bk ∪B′1 ∪ · · · ∪B′k′ ;
(c) there are integers j1, . . . , jk, j ′1, . . . , j ′k′ such that
max T (Q) = ji for all Q ∈ Bi , and
max T (Q) = j ′i for all Q ∈ B′i .
Let J = {j1, . . . , jk}, J ′ = {j ′1, . . . , j ′k′ }, j = max J ∪ J ′, and assume j > 0. We have:
(1) if j − 1 ∈ J ∪ J ′ and j ∈ J then max T (P ) = j for all P ∈A;
(2) if j − 1 ∈ J ∪ J ′ and both j − 2, j − 3 ∈ J then max T (P ) = j for all P ∈A;
(3) if both j, j − 1 ∈ J then max T (P ) = j + 2 for all P ∈A.
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Proof. Let j ′ stand for j in cases (1) and (2), and j + 2 in case (3). We will successively
establish that j ′ ∈ T (P ) for all P ∈A, then that j ′ − 1 ∈ T (P ) for all P ∈A. Then for
any P ∈A, the only possibility allowed by Proposition 18 for T (P ) is {0, . . . , j ′ − 2, j ′},
whence max T (P ) = j ′.
To show that j ′ ∈ T (P ) for any P ∈A, we first note that conditions (a) and (c) imply
T (P ) ⊇ J . Thus in case (1) we have j ′ = j ∈ T (P ); in cases (2) and (3) we only get {j ′ −
2, j ′ − 3} ⊆ T (P ), but then Proposition 18 implies that we must also have j ′ ∈ T (P ).
Now assume that j ′ − 1 ∈ T (P ) for some P ∈A; by definition there must be some
P ′ ≈˙∃ Tj ′−1 such that P →∗ P ′. Now T (P ′) = T (Tj ′−1) + j ′, so P ′ ∈A by the first part
of the proof. Let Q be the first process in the reduction P →∗ P ′ that is not in A, then by
condition (b) Q is in someBi orB′i ; in either case, by condition (c) we have max T (Q) =
j ′′ for some j ′′ ∈ J ∪ J ′, and T (Q) = {0, . . . , j ′′ − 2, j ′′} by Proposition 18. But j ′ − 1 ∈
T (Q) since Q→∗ P ′, and since j ′  j  j ′′ we must have j ′ − 1 = j ′′. In cases (1) and
(2) this would mean j ′′ = j − 1, which is ruled out, and in case (3), j ′′ = j + 1, which is
also impossible. 
5.2. Limit characterization
Definition 20. Inductive bisimilarity is the limit of the monotone operator associated with
the definition of barbed bisimulation:
P ≈˙0 Q def= ∀x.P ⇓x iff Q ⇓x
P ≈˙n+1 Q def= P →∗ P ′ implies Q→∗ ≈˙n P ′ and, conversely,
Q→∗ Q′ implies P →∗ ≈˙n Q′
P ≈˙ω Q def= ∀n.P ≈˙n Q
By definition, this limit bisimilarity is coarser than the co-inductive one: ≈˙⊆ ≈˙ω. In
the π-calculus, as usual, this inclusion is strict, although the two equivalences coincide
for all image-finite processes. Consider, for instance, Pj
def= Tj ⊕ y¯, P ≈⊕i∈N Pi , and
Q ≈⊕i∈N∪{ω} Pi (where y /= x, and the infinite sum can be coded as above). The reduc-
tion Q→ ≈˙Tω cannot be simulated by P , hence P ˙≈Q. Conversely, for any j > n, we
have Tj ≈˙nTω, and thus P ≈˙ω Q.
There are several other ways to define limit bisimilarity and its congruence. For in-
stance, one can define a “reduction-based” limit equivalence with a context-closure prop-
erty, ≈ω, such that, at every level, an evaluation context can be applied before bisimulation.
In fact, our limit bisimilarity is very weak. A variant of the above example shows that (≈˙ω)◦
is strictly weaker than ≈ω, and thus weaker than the classical (labeled) limit bisimilarity,
as defined for CCS by Milner [25].
Theorem 2. In the π-calculus, we have ≈˙◦∃ = (≈˙ω)◦.
The proof that ≈˙◦∃ ⊇ (≈˙ω)◦ is fairly easy, since by induction on n, P ≈˙n Q ≈˙∃ Tn im-
plies P ≈˙∃ Tn. For the converse, we need to show that for any processes P , Q, if C[P ] ≈˙∃
C[Q] for all execution contexts C[ ], then P ≈˙ω Q. Clearly it is enough to show this for all
P , Q whose free names lie in a fixed, finite, but arbitrary set S. Let U be the set of these
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processes. Having fixed S, we can use contexts of the form νS˜.(C|[ ]); in the following, we
write C‖P for the process νS˜.(C|P). We also assume without loss of generality that the
channel x used in the construction of the Tn is not in S.
We thus need to find processes C that will allow us to refine the equivalence classes of
≈˙∃ into those of ≈˙ω. We use the definition below:
Definition 21. A subset A of U is separable at some N ∈ N, using a sequence
(Cm)mN+2 of processes, when, for any P ∈ U and any integer m  N + 2, we have
max T (Cm‖P) = m if P ∈A and max T (Cm‖P) = N if P ∈A.
For example, we have:
(1) The set U itself is separable at NU = 0, using CUm = Tm.
(2) For any y ∈ S, the setAy = {P ∈ U | P ⇓y} is separable at NAy = 0, using CAym =
y(˜z).Tm.
(3) Any separable set A is closed by inverse reduction: if A is separable at N using
(Cm)mN+2 and P → Q ∈A, then N + 2 = max T (CN+2‖Q)  max T (CN+2‖P),
so max T (CN+2‖P) /= N , hence P ∈A.
Furthermore, the separation index N can always be increased:
Lemma 22. If A is separable at some N, using (Cm)mN+2, it is also separable at any
N ′  N + 2, using (C′m)mN ′+2 = (Cm ⊕ TN ′)mN ′+2.
Proof. We use Lemma 19 to compute the signatures. For any m  N ′ + 2, considerA′ =
{C′m‖P | P ∈A}; any C′m‖P ∈A′ must have reductions to both TN ′ ‖P and Cm‖P ; all
other derivatives remain in A′, since A is closed by inverse reduction. By assumption
max T (Cm‖P) = N for any P ∈A, and max T (TN ′ ‖P) = N ′  N + 2, so by Lemma
19, case (1), we have max T (C′m‖P) = N ′.
Now considerA′′ = {C′m‖P | P ∈A}; any C′m‖P ∈A′′ must have reductions to both
TN ′ ‖P and Cm‖P ; it may also reduce to some C′m‖Q ∈A′. By assumption
max T (Cm‖P) = m  N ′ + 2 for any P ∈A, and max T (TN ′ ‖P) = N ′, and we have
just shown that max T (C′m‖Q) = N ′, so again by Lemma 19, case (1), we have max
T (C′m‖P) = m. 
Let us denote by [A]⇐ the closure under inverse reduction of A ⊆ U, i.e., [A]⇐ =
{P | ∃Q ∈A, P →∗ Q}. Up to this closure, separable sets are closed under set theoretical
operations:
Proposition 23. If A and B are separable, then A ∪B, A ∩B, and [A \B]⇐ are
separable.
Proof. Using Lemma 22, we can assume that A and B are separable at the same N  2,
using (CAm )m and (CBm)m, respectively.
This immediately implies thatA ∪B is separable at N , using (Cm)m = (CAm ⊕ CBm)m:
as in Lemma 22, we directly apply Lemma 19 to compute the signatures.
For the intersection, the contexts (Cm)m need to be defined recursively, using the for-
mula Cm+3 = Cm ⊕ Cm+1, except for the base cases appearing in the first column of the
table below.
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Separating sequence U \ (A ∪B) A \B B \A A ∩B
CN+2 ≡ CAN+2 N N + 2 N N + 2
CN+3 ≡ CBN+3 N N N + 3 N + 3
CN+4 ≡ CAN+4 N N + 4 N N + 4
CN+5 ≡ CN+2 ⊕ CN+3 N N + 2 N + 3 N + 5
CN+6 ≡ TN+6 N + 6 N + 6 N + 6 N + 6
CN+7 ≡ CN+4 ⊕ CN+5 N N + 4 N + 3 N + 7
CN+8 ≡ CN+5 ⊕ CN+6 N + 6 N + 6 N + 6 N + 8
CN+9 ≡ CN+6 ⊕ CN+7 N + 6 N + 6 N + 6 N + 9
CN+10 ≡ CN+7 ⊕ CN+8 N + 6 N + 6 N + 6 N + 10
The four other columns of the table give the value of max T (Cm‖P), for P in U \ (A ∪
B), A \B, B \A, and A ∩B, respectively. The table can be filled in top-down, left-to-
right, using Lemma 19. The lines for the base cases CN+2, CN+3, CN+4, and CN+6 can be
filled in directly from the assumptions. For the other lines, we note that Cm‖P must reduce
to both Cm−2‖P and Cm−3‖P , and may reduce to some Cm‖Q, if P → Q, which is in a
different cell only if Q ∈ U \ (A ∪B) or P ∈A ∩B. Extending, by induction on m, the
pattern established in the last three lines of the table completes the proof that A ∩B is
separable at N + 6 using (Cm)mN+8.
The computation for [A \B]⇐ is similarly summarized in the table below. Note that
theA ∩B column has been partitioned intoA \ [A \B]⇐ andB ∩ [A \B]⇐ columns:
obviously A \ [A \B]⇐ ⊆ B, and [A \B]⇐ ⊆A because of the closure property
of A. The latter inclusion also implies [A \B]⇐ = (A \B) ∪ (B ∩ [A \B]⇐).
The signature computations are similar to those for the A ∩B table; however they
rely on the fact that if P ∈ B ∩ [A \B]⇐, then Cm‖P must reduce to some Cm‖Q with
Q ∈A \B, while if P ∈A \ [A \B]⇐ there cannot be a transition P → Q ∈A \B.
Again, the table is extended by induction to establish that [A \B]⇐ is separable at N + 9
using (Cm)mN+11. 
Proof of Theorem 2. For any Q ∈ U, we show by induction on n that the set In(Q) =
{P ∈ U | P →∗ ≈˙n Q} is separable, and that there is a finite number of such sets (that is,
{In(Q) | Q ∈ U} is finite). For n = 0, we just have
I0(Q) =
[(
U ∩
⋂
Q⇓y
Ay
)
\
( ⋃
Q ⇓z
Az
)]
⇐
which is separable by the above, and there are 2|S| such sets. For the inductive case, we
have
In+1(Q) =
[( ⋂
Q→∗Q′
In(Q
′)
)
\
( ⋃
Q ∈In(R)
In(R)
)]
⇐
and there are at most 3|{In(Q)|Q∈U}| such sets.
We conclude by contradiction: assume P ≈˙◦∃Q and not P(≈˙ω)◦Q. For some P ′ =
C[P ], Q′ = C[Q], and n  0, we have P ′ ˙≈n+1 Q′ and P ′ ≈˙◦∃Q′. (Since ≈˙◦∃ ⊆ ≈˙0, we
cannot have P ′ ˙≈0 Q′.)
By definition of ≈˙n+1, there exists some process R such that Q′ →∗ R
and not P ′ →∗ ≈˙n R, hence Q′ ∈ In(R) and P ′ ∈ In(R) (or conversely some process R
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Separating sequence U \ (A ∪ B) A \ B B \A A \ [A \ B]⇐ B ∩ [A \ B]⇐
CN ≡ CBN+6 N N N + 6 N + 6 N + 6
CN+1 ≡ CAN+3 N N + 3 N N + 3 N + 3
CN+2 ≡ CAN+2 N N + 2 N N + 2 N + 2
CN+3 ≡ CN ⊕ CN+1 N N + 3 N + 6 N + 6 N + 6
CN+4 ≡ CAN+4 N N + 4 N N + 4 N + 4
CN+5 ≡ CN+2 ⊕ CN+3 N N + 5 N + 6 N + 6 N + 8
CN+6 ≡ TN+6 N + 6 N + 6 N + 6 N + 6 N + 6
CN+7 ≡ CN+4 ⊕ CN+5 N N + 7 N + 6 N + 6 N + 10
CN+8 ≡ CN+5 ⊕ CN+6 N + 6 N + 8 N + 6 N + 6 N + 8
CN+9 ≡ TN+9 N + 9 N + 9 N + 9 N + 9 N + 9
CN+10 ≡ CN+7 ⊕ CN+8 N + 6 N + 10 N + 6 N + 6 N + 10
CN+11 ≡ CN+8 ⊕ CN+9 N + 9 N + 11 N + 9 N + 9 N + 11
CN+12 ≡ CN+9 ⊕ CN+10 N + 9 N + 12 N + 9 N + 9 N + 12
CN+13 ≡ CN+10 ⊕ CN+11 N + 9 N + 13 N + 9 N + 9 N + 13
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such that P ′ ∈ In(R) and Q′ ∈ In(R)). The set In(R) is separable at some N using some
(Cm)mN+2, hence for any m  N + 2 we have Cm‖P ′ ≈˙∃ TN and Cm‖Q′ ≈˙∃ Tm.
Using P ′ ≈˙◦∃Q′ with the context νS.(Cm|[ ]) finally yields TN ≈˙∃Tm, which contradicts
Proposition 18. 
6. Committed barbs
Another variation on barbs is directly inspired by the join calculus. Assuming that the
basic observation predicates reveal the outcome of a computation, rather than its transient
state, one may be interested only in committed observations that cannot be rescinded by
the process being observed. As regards asynchronous equivalences, this can be abstractly
achieved by adding a requirement to the definition of barbs:
Definition 24. A strong barb ↓x is committed when P ↓x implies P ⇓x .
By extension, we say that a barb ⇓x is committed when its defining strong barb is
committed. In the join calculus, the locality property guarantees that messages sent on
free names are never used in internal reductions. Hence, strong barbs are refined by the
reduction relation (P ↓x and P →∗ P ′ implies P ′ ↓x), and barbs are always
committed.
In the π-calculus, the situation is not so simple. Consider the process T2 = x¯|x used in
Section 5: we have P ↓x and T2 → 0, hence clearly not P →∗  ⇓x . This phenomenon is
unfortunate, since names in the π-calculus are typically either intended for internal steps
or for interaction with the environment, but not both. In the rest of this section, we there-
fore only test and compare processes that comply with a locality restriction that excludes
communication on free names.
Definition 25. A π-calculus process is local when reception occurs only on names bound
by a restriction (not on free names and not on received names).
The local π-calculus is the subcalculus of local processes. It is closed by structural
equivalence, reduction, and application of local contexts. All barbs in the local π-calculus
are committed.
The local π-calculus is not as limited as it may seem. In fact, most of the encodings
appearing in this paper are expressed using only local terms. Except for Sections 5.1 and
5.2, reconsidered below, and Section 8, which requires a labeled semantics, all our defini-
tions, results, and proofs apply unchanged to local π-calculus processes. Besides, one can
design labeled semantics that are compatible with locality, then obtain results similar to
those of Section 8 [16,24].
6.1. Bisimilarity and fair testing
We first reconsider the existential bisimilarity, ≈˙∃, with a single committed barb. The
resulting equivalence is far less exotic than with transient barbs; it has only three classes.
The situation is displayed below for the local π-calculus:
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Theorem 3. In any reduction system, the barbed bisimilarity ≈˙∃ that refines a single,
committed barb ⇓ partitions processes into at most three classes characterized by  ⇓,
⇓, and ⇓ ∧  ⇓. In the local π-calculus, we have ≈˙◦∃ = "fair.
Proof. The three predicates of the lemma induce a partition on processes; let R be the
corresponding equivalence relation. We check that R⊆≈˙∃ by establishing that R is a
single-committed-barbed bisimulation.
• R refines the barb ⇓ by construction: it refines {⇓, ⇓} by splitting the first class in two,
according to the predicate  ⇓, which always implies ⇓.
• R is a weak bisimulation: the two lower classes  ⇓ and ⇓ are closed by reduction,
hence processes in these classes are trivially bisimilar. Besides, processes in the upper
class always have reductions leading to both lower classes: P ⇓ implies P →∗ P ′ ⇓
follows from the definition of committed barbs, and P  ⇓ is P →∗ P ′ ⇓.
In the local π-calculus, 0 ˙≈∃ x¯ and all three classes are separated by ≈˙∃, hence ≈˙∃ = R.
Fair testing equivalence refines  ⇓ by definition and ⇓ by Lemma 11, hence "fair ⊆≈˙◦∃.
Conversely, the number of barbs makes no difference for "fair, which is a congruence,
hence "fair = "fair,∃ ⊇ ≈˙◦∃. 
6.2. The semantics of coupled simulation
Next, we provide another, more useful characterization of the "fair equivalence. We
establish that, in the local π-calculus, we have%fair = ˙◦. To prove%fair⊆ ˙◦, we develop
a semantic model of coupled similarity with committed barbs. We first consider processes
whose behavior is especially simple. We say that a process P is committed when, for all
tests ⇓x , we have P ⇓x if and only if P ⇓x . Then, no reduction may visibly affect P : let
S be the set of names
S
def= {x | P ⇓x} = {x | P ⇓x}
For all P ′, if P →∗ P ′, then P ′ is still committed to S. In a sense, P has converged to S,
which entirely captures its behavior.
To every process P , we now associate the semantics P 0, defined as the set of sets of
names S, for all committed derivatives of P :
P 0
def= {S ⊆N | ∃P ′.P →∗ P ′ and S = {x | P ′ ⇓x} = {x | P ′ ⇓x}}
For example, 00 is the singleton {∅} and (x¯ ⊕ y¯0) is {{x}, {y}}. As is the case for weak
barbs, P 0 decreases with reduction.
Remark 26. In the π-calculus, P 0 /= ∅.
Proof. Although we use the remark only for local processes, our proof applies to any
π-calculus process P . Consider all series of processes Pi for i = 0, . . . , n (n  0) such
that
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P = P0 →∗ P1 →∗ · · · →∗ Pi →∗ · · · →∗ Pn = P ′
and such that the size of {x | Pi ⇓x} strictly decreases with i. We have at least one such
series, P0 for n = 0, and n is bounded by the number of free names in P , so there exists a
series of maximal length. By construction, the process P ′ is then committed and yields an
element of P 0. 
By definition, our semantics is closely related to the testing preorders:
Lemma 27. Let ⊆0 be the preorder defined as P ⊆0 Q def= P 0 ⊆ Q0. In the local π-cal-
culus, we have ⊆◦0 = %fair.
Proof. The predicates ⇓x and  ⇓x can be recovered as follows: we have P ⇓x if and
only if x ∈⋃P 0, and P ⇓x if and only if x ∈⋂P 0. By definition of may testing and
fair testing preorders, we thus obtain ⊆◦0 ⊆ %fair ⊆ %may.
In the local π-calculus, the first inclusion is an equality. For any finite sets of names S
and N such that S ⊆ N and t, t ′ ∈ N , we use the evaluation context:
T NS [ ] def= νS, t.
(
[ ]|∏x∈S(t¯ |x.t)|∏x∈N\S x.(x¯|t¯ )|t.t¯ ′)
We check that T NS [ ] fair-tests exactly one set of names in our semantics. In T NS [ ], each
process in the first parallel product sends t¯ until it receives x¯ and performs a step t¯ |t → 0;
each process in the second parallel product sends t¯ when it receives x¯; finally, t.t¯ ′ forwards
a message from t to t ′. Hence, until P commits to S and provides
∏
x∈S x¯, the process
T NS [P ] can send the message t¯ ′. For all P of sort N , we have T NS [P ] ⇓t ′ if and only if
S ∈ P 0. We conclude by definition of %fair. 
We now establish that our semantics corresponds to barbed coupled similarity:
Lemma 28. In the local π-calculus, we have ⊆0 = ˙.
Proof. We successively check that ⊆0 refines the barbs, is a simulation, and meets the
coupling condition. Assume P ⊆0 Q.
• P ⇓x if and only if x ∈⋃P 0 and, since P 0 ⊆ Q0, we also have Q ⇓x .
• Since P 0 decreases with reductions, ⊆0 is trivially a simulation: if P →∗ P ′, then
P ′ ⊆0 P ⊆0 Q.
• Using Remark 26, there is some S ∈ P 0. By hypothesis, S ∈ Q0 and, for some process
Q′, we have Q→∗ Q′ and Q′0 = {S} ⊆ P 0, that is P ⊇0 Q′. 
From Lemmas 27 and 28, we conclude that the precongruence of barbed coupled simi-
larity yields fair testing, and is thus strictly coarser than barbed coupled precongruence.
Theorem 4. In the local π-calculus, we have ˙◦ = %fair, ˙◦ ⊂ , and thus ≶˙= "fair
and ≶˙⊂≶.
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7. Double-barbed bisimilarity
We now give a proof of ≈˙◦ ⊆ ≈ in the asynchronous π-calculus. Our proof holds for
both the π-calculus and for the local π-calculus; it depends on the presence or absence of
name matching only in Lemma 34, which handles both cases.
We rely on several encodings of values into the π-calculus. These standard continua-
tion-passing-style encodings use only a deterministic fragment of the π-calculus, see, e.g.,
[27]. In the π-calculus, messages carry only names; hence, a process x¯〈V 〉 that sends a
message carrying the value V in the domain of the encoding is translated as νu.(〈〈V 〉〉u|x¯〈u〉)
where u is a fresh name and 〈〈V 〉〉u is a replicated input on u that receives continuations
c˜ and, depending on the structure of V , sends back (name-encoded) values u˜i on one of
those continuations ci ∈ c˜.
We first give an encoding for integers and their operations. Let u, u′, v range over names
representing integers in processes (with communication type ι def= µι.〈〈 〉, 〈ι〉〉) and let n 
0 represent integer constants. We use the encoding:
〈〈0〉〉u def= !u(z, s).z¯
〈〈v + 1〉〉u def= !u(z, s).s¯〈v〉
〈〈n+ 1〉〉u def= νv.(〈〈n〉〉v|〈〈v + 1〉〉u)
match u with 0 .→ P or v + 1 .→ Q def= νz, s.(u¯〈z, s〉|z.P |s(v).Q)
if u = u′ then P elseQ def=
νe.(e¯〈u, u′〉|!e(i, j). match i j with
0 0 .→ P
0 j ′ + 1 .→ Q
i′ + 1 0 .→ Q
i′ + 1 j ′ + 1 .→ e¯〈i′, j ′〉)
In the definition above, the multiple matching is the usual shorthand for nested primitive
matchings, and we assume that z, s, e, i, j, i′, j ′ do not occur in P or Q.
We also use an injective function [[ ]] from names z ∈N to integers [[z]] ∈ N.
Next, we define a series of auxiliary equivalences:
Definition 29. Let (xi)i∈N be a family of distinct nullary names. We let ≈˙n be the largest
symmetric bisimulation that refines the barbs ⇓x1 , . . . ,⇓xn , and let ≈n be the largest such
bisimulation that is preserved by application of evaluation contexts.
By construction, we have ≈˙⊆ ≈˙n, ≈ ⊆ ≈n ⊆≈˙◦n, and ≈˙◦ ⊆ ≈˙◦n, and the discriminating
power of these n-barb equivalences increases with n. Obviously, ≈˙◦0 relates all processes.
In the π-calculus, we have ≈˙◦1 = ≈˙◦∃ and ≈n = ≈ for any n  1. In addition, we are going
to show that, for any n  2, we have in fact ≈˙◦n= ≈. To this end, we focus on ≈˙2, and
let x and y be the two nullary names associated with the barbs ⇓x and ⇓y refined by
≈˙2.
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7.1. Some equivalence classes for ≈˙2
We first build a family of processes that are not ≈˙2-equivalent and retain this prop-
erty by reduction. Informally, these processes represent infinitely many ways of hesitating
between two messages in a branching semantics. The construction is general, and relies on
an operator S(·) that maps every set of processes Pi ⊆ P to the set of its (strict, finite)
internal sums:
Lemma 30. Let S(Pi )
def= {⊕P∈P′ P | P′ is a finite subset of Pi and |P′|  2}. For
some given set of processes P0 ⊆ P, let Pn+1 =S(Pn) for n  0 and Pω =⋃n0Pn.
We say that S ⊆ P is R-discrete when, for all P,Q ∈S, P RQ implies P = Q. If P0
is (→∗ ≈˙2)-discrete, then (1) P1 is (→∗ ≈˙2)-discrete, and (2) Pω is ≈˙2-discrete.
Proof. We first show that:
(3) If P,Q ∈ P0, P →∗ ≈˙2 R, and R→∗ ≈˙2 Q, then P = Q.
By bisimulation, we can compose the relations above and obtain P →∗ ≈˙2 Q. By
hypothesis on P0 we obtain P = Q.
(4) If P ∈ P0 and R ∈ P1, then we cannot have P →∗ ≈˙2 R.
By construction of P1, we have R→∗ ≈˙2 Qi for at least two different Qi ∈ P0,
whereas, by (3), P →∗ ≈˙2 R yields P = Qi for all Qi .
To prove (1), consider P,Q ∈ P1 such that P →∗ ≈˙2 Q, that is, P →∗ P ′′ ≈˙2 Q for
some P ′′. Since P is an internal choice on some subset of P0 for ≈˙2, and (4) excludes
P ′ →∗ ≈˙2 P ′′ ≈˙2 Q for any P ′ ∈ P0, we actually have P ≈˙2 P ′′ ≈˙2 Q. Let Q′ ∈ P0 be
a summand of Q. By bisimulation, we have P →∗ ≈˙2 Q′. Since (4) excludes Q′ ≈˙2 P ,
there exists P ′ ∈ P0 such that P →∗ ≈˙2 P ′ →∗ ≈˙2 Q′. By hypothesis on P0, we obtain
P ′ = Q′, and thus Q′ is also a summand of P . Symmetrically, every summand of P is a
summand of Q, and finally P = Q.
To prove (2), by induction on n, we show that every Pn is →∗ ≈˙2-discrete, that P ∈
Pn, Q ∈ Pn+m, and P →∗ ≈˙2 Q imply P = Q, and that, in particular, P,Q ∈ Pω and
P ≈˙2 Q imply P = Q. 
We apply Lemma 30 to the set P0
def= {0; x¯, y¯}. This set is clearly (→∗ ≈˙2)-discrete,
since its processes have distinct barbs and no reductions. The size of each layer Pn grows
exponentially, and thusPω contains infinitely many processes unrelated by ≈˙2. (Of course,
≈˙2 has more classes than those represented in Pω, such as processes that can reach an
infinite number of classes in Pω.) Note that the construction also applies to the existential
bisimilarities of Sections 5.1 and 6, but quickly converges. Starting from the set {0, x¯}, we
obtain a third, unrelated process 0⊕ x¯ at rank 1, then the construction yields no further
classes.
The next lemma states that, thanks to the discriminating power of ≈˙2, a process can
effectively pass any integer to its context by hesitating between the two exclusive barbs
⇓x and ⇓y , without actually sending messages on x and y. To every integer, we asso-
ciate a particular equivalence class of ≈˙2 in the hierarchy Pω (as depicted in Fig. 1),
then we write a process that receives an integer encoding and conveys its value by con-
forming to its characteristic class. Hence, the context N[·] transforms integer-indexed
barbs int〈n〉 (where int is an ordinary name of the π-calculus) into the barbs ⇓x and
⇓y .
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Lemma 31. There is a π-calculus evaluation context N[ ] such that:
(1) N[ ] has sort {x, y}, binds {int}, and receives a single message on int.
(2) Let Nn
def= N[int〈n〉]. For all n,m ∈ N, if Nn→∗ ≈˙2 Nm, then n = m.
(3) For all n ∈ N, we have Nn ˙≈2 N[0].
Proof. We program the evaluation context N[ ] as follows, and we locate the derivatives
of each Nn in the family (Pk)k<ω obtained from Lemma 30.
I
def= !c(u, x, y, z). match u with 0 .→ x¯
or v + 1 .→ (c¯〈v, z, x, y〉 ⊕ c¯〈v, y, z, x〉)
Ju
def= c¯〈u, x, y, z〉 ⊕ c¯〈u, z, x, y〉 ⊕ c¯〈u, y, z, x〉
N[ ] def= ν int.([ ]|int(u).νc, z.(I |Ju))
Intuitively, messages on c carry an integer loop index u and a permutation of the names
x, y, and z; the replicated input I is used to iterate a binary internal choice from u to 1,
whereas Ju is a single, initial, ternary internal choice.
Let ρ be the substitution that maps (x, y, z) to (z, x, y). Let σ range over ρk, k  0.
Let Qσn
def= νc, z.(I |c¯〈n, xσ, yσ, zσ 〉), with Qn def= QIdn . By construction, for any n > 0,
we have:
Qσn ≈Qσρn−1 ⊕Qσρρn−1 (5)
Nn≈Qn−1 ⊕Qρn−1 ⊕Qρρn−1 (6)
The equivalence classes and their reductions are displayed in Fig. 1, up to the permutation
of Q2n+1 and Qρρ2n+1 for n  0.
We say that P ∈ Pn is a binary process when either n = 0 or P is the sum of two
distinct binary processes in Pn−1. Binary processes are closed by reduction up to ≈.
By induction on n, we show that Qn ≈ Pn for some binary process Pn ∈ Pn. At rank
0, we have Q0 ≈ x¯, Qρ0 ≈ 0, and Qρρ0 ≈ y¯. For the inductive case, we apply (5) to our
hypotheses, and the substitution ρ guarantees that the two summands are distinct. By com-
posing this result with (6), we obtain Nn ≈ N ′n for some process N ′n ∈ Pn+1 that is a
ternary sum of binary processes.
Property (1) directly follows from our definitions. For property (2), if Nn→∗ ≈˙2 Nm
then also N ′n ≈→∗ ≈˙2 ≈ N ′m for some ternary sums N ′n ∈ Pn+1 and N ′m ∈ Pm+1. Since
≈ ⊆≈˙2 and ≈˙2 is a bisimulation, we have N ′n→∗ ≈˙2 N ′m. Either N ′n ≈˙2 N ′m, and thus
n = m by Lemma 30(2), or N ′n→∗ ≈˙2 Pn→∗ ≈˙2 N ′m for some binary process Pn. The
latter case implies that N ′m is also a binary process, and contradicts the construction of N ′m.
Finally, property (3) follows from Lemma 30(2), since Nn ≈ N ′n ∈ Pn+1 and N[0] ≈˙2 0 ∈
P0. 
The next lemma uses this result to restrict the class of contexts being considered in
congruence properties to contexts with at most two free nullary variables. (Statements (2)
and (3) of the lemma are specifically used in the proof of Lemma 39.)
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Fig. 1. Reduction classes for Nn, n  0.
Lemma 32. Let S be a finite set of names. Let N[ ] be the context of Lemma 31 for some
int ∈ S. There are evaluation contexts FS[ ] of sort {int} and BS def= N[FS[ ]] such that, for
all processes P and Q of sort S, we have:
(1) If BS[P ] ≈˙2 BS[Q], then P ≈˙Q.
(2) If BS[P ] →∗ T →∗ ≈˙2 BS[Q] then P →∗ P ′ and T ≡ BS[P ′] for some P ′.
(3) For some k ∈ N, if BS[P ]→∗ ≈˙2 Nn, then n < k.
Proof. Let a, b ∈ S be two nullary names. For all z ∈ S unionmulti {a, b}, let w˜z be a tuple of fresh
names whose length matches the arity of z. To build BS[ ], we use the additional terms:
X
def=
⊕
z∈Sunionmulti{a,b}
z(w˜z).int〈[[z]]〉
FS[ ] def= νS, a, b.([ ]|a¯|b¯|X)
(where [[ ]] is our injective function from names to integers). By construction, for any P of
sort S, we have FS[P ] of sort {int} and BS[P ] of sort {x, y}. As soon as a message int〈[[z]]〉
is sent by a derivative of X, the resulting process is bisimilar to N[[z]], independently of
the rest of the process enclosed in N[ ]. For any P of sort S, we thus always have the
reductions:
BS[P ]→∗B ′z[P ] for any z ∈ S
BS[P ]→∗B ′z[P ] ≈˙2 N[[z]] for at least z = a and z = b
where B ′z[ ] is obtained from BS[ ] by choosing z(w˜z).int〈[[z]]〉 in X.
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We first show that, for all reductions BS[P ] →∗ T , there exists P ′ such that P →∗ P ′
and one of the following holds:
(X) T ≡ BS[P ′].
(z?) For some z ∈ S, T ≡ B ′z[P ′].
(z) For some z ∈ S ∪ {a, b}, N[[z]] →∗ ≈˙2 T and (P ′|a¯|b¯) ↓z.
The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation, and case analysis on the first
reduction step that reduces X. Before this step, BS[ ] does not interact with P and we
remain in case (X). After this step, if z ∈ S, the context B ′z[ ] interacts with P only if P
sends a message on z and z(w˜z).int〈[[z]]〉 receives it. Until this step occurs, we remain in
case (z?). When it occurs, we arrive in case (z). After the step that leaves (X), if z = a
or z = b is chosen, communication on z can always occur independently of P , so we are
already in case (z).
We now establish property (3) of the lemma. Let P be a process of sort S such that
BS[P ] →∗ T ≈˙2 Nn. In case (X) and case (z?) with P ′ ⇓z, we have T →∗ ≈˙2 N[[z]] for
some z ∈ S ∪ {a, b}, and then n = [[z]] by Lemma 31(2). In case (z), we have
N[[z]] →∗ ≈˙2 T and similarly n = [[z]]. In case (z?) with P ′ ⇓z, we have T ≈˙2 N[0], which
contradicts Lemma 31(3). Thus, n is bounded by the largest [[z]] for z ∈ S ∪ {a, b}.
To prove property (2), assume BS[P ] →∗ T →∗ ≈˙2 BS[Q]. We rely on the case anal-
ysis above for the reductions BS[P ] →∗ T . To conclude, we show that we are always
in case (X). Otherwise, let z be the name chosen in BS[P ] →∗ B ′z[P ′] →∗ T . We have
BS[Q]→∗ ≈˙2 Nn for at least one value n /= [[z]] (either n = [[a]] or n = [[b]]). By bisim-
ulation, we obtain B ′z[P ′] →∗ T →∗ T ′ ≈˙2 Nn.
We use our case analysis again, for the reductions BS[P ] →∗ B ′z[P ′] →∗ T ′. In case
(z), we haveN[[z]] →∗ ≈˙2 T ′, henceN[[z]] →∗ ≈˙2 Nn and, by Lemma 31, we obtain the con-
tradiction [[z]] = n. In case (z?), we have T ′ ≡ B ′z[P ′′], with two subcases. If P ′′ ⇓z, then
T ′ →∗ ≈˙2 N[[z]] and T ′ ≈˙2 Nn also yields the contradiction [[z]] = n. Otherwise (P ′′ ⇓z),
we have T ′ ≈˙2 N[0] and thus Nn ≈˙2 N[0], which contradicts Lemma 31(3).
To prove property (1), let R be the relation that contains all pairs (P,Q) with fv(P ) ∪
fv(Q) ⊆ S and BS[P ] ≈˙2 BS[Q]. We show that R is a barbed bisimulation, and thus
R⊆≈˙. For any P RQ:
Barbs: Let z ∈ S. If P ⇓z, then BS[P ]→∗ ≈˙2 N[[z]]. By hypothesis, BS[P ] ≈˙2 BS[Q],
hence, by bisimulation, we obtain BS[Q]→∗ ≈˙2 N[[z]]. Using the case analysis above,
BS[Q]→∗ ≈˙2 N[[z]] yields Q ⇓z.
Bisimulation: If P →∗ P ′, then BS[P ] →∗ BS[P ′] and, since BS[P ] ≈˙2 BS[Q], we have
BS[Q] →∗ T with BS[P ′] ≈˙2 T . Using property (2), we obtain reductions Q→∗ Q′
such that T ≡ BS[Q′], hence P ′RQ′. 
7.2. π-calculus interpreters
For a given finite sort S, we define an interpreter process Ru with free variables S unionmulti {u}
that interprets u as the integer-coded representation of a π-calculus process. Whenever u
encodes a process P with sort S, the interpreter behaves like P up to labeled bisimilarity
(Ru ≈l P ). As opposed to most lemmas in Section 7, the actual definition of the inter-
preter is sensitive to small variations in the calculus, including its type system. We first
give a finite interpreter for processes that use only replicated input and a finite number of
channel types, then use preliminary internal encodings to extend the interpreter to arbitrary
processes.
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Definition 33. Let  be a finite set of types; we say that a process P is -proper when (1)
all free and bound names of P are typed in , and (2) for all subterms of P of the form !Q,
Q is of the form x(y˜).Q′.
Next, we give an integer encoding for the syntax of -proper processes. We write
[[P ]] for the integer that represents the (typed) abstract syntax tree for P , as defined in
Section 2. The encoding relies on our injective function from names x to integers [[x]] and
on an arbitrary injective function from the types σ ∈  to integers [[σ ]].
The process syntax encoding is basically a Gödel numbering with type indexes inserted
for input, output and restriction constructs. We use an N × N → N bijection, defined
by η(j, k) def= 2j (2k + 1)− 1; we also use η(j1, . . . , jn) as shorthand for η(j1, η(j2, . . . ,
η(jn−1, jn) . . .)). If the channel name x has type σ ∈  in the context of the translation,
we take:
[[0]] def= 0
[[P |Q]] def= η(1, [[P ]], [[Q]])
[[νx : σ.P ]] def= η(5[[σ ]] + 2, [[x]], [[P ]])
[[x¯〈y˜〉]] def= η(5[[σ ]] + 3, [[x]], [˜[y]])
[[x(y˜).P ]] def= η(5[[σ ]] + 4, [[x]], [˜[y]], [[P ]])
[[!x(y˜).P ]] def= η(5[[σ ]] + 5, [[x]], [˜[y]], [[P ]])
[[[x = x′]P ]] def= η(5[[σ ]] + 6, [[x]], [[x′]], [[P ]])
Since [[0|P ]] > [[P ]], for any k and P , there exists some Q ≡ P with [[Q]] > k.
We also define a pattern-matching syntax of processes for inverting η:
match u with η(e,m) in P
def=
νs.(s¯〈u, u, u, u〉 | !s(i,m, j, e). match i m j e with
0 _ _ _ .→ P
1 m′ + 1 _ _ .→ s¯〈m′, m′, j, j〉
i′ + 2 m′ + 1 j ′ + 1 e′ + 2 .→ s¯〈i′, m′, j ′, e′〉
_ _ _ _ .→ 0)
match u with η(v1, . . . , vn) in P
def=
match u with η(v1, u
′) in match u′ with η(v2, . . . , vn) in P
where we assume that s, u′, i, j do not occur in P . Whenever u encodes n ∈ N, the pattern
matching completes and triggers P binding (encodings of) e,m ∈ N such that η(e,m) = n
(and, respectively, binding v1, . . . vn ∈ N such that η(v1, . . . , vn) = n). The clause
‘_ .→ 0’ is never selected. The correctness of the decoding of η(e,m) follows from the
invariants 2e−i (2m+ 1 − i)− 1 = n, i + j = m+ e, 0  i  m  j , and 0  i  e. Its
termination follows from decreasing m’s.
Finally, we define a process encoding of finite association tables ρ from integers to
names typed in , which we will refer to as -tables. (The domain of our -tables will con-
sist of images [[z]] of names z under the [[ ]] injection.) A -table is either the empty table ∅,
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or the overriding extension ρ{y : τ/[[z]]} of another table ρ. The general form of a -table
is thus ∅{ ˜y : τ/[[z]]}. In the process Pρ, we identify ρ with its implied substitution––that
is, P(∅{ ˜y : τ/[[z]]}) def= P {y˜/z}.
〈〈∅〉〉r def= 0
〈〈ρ{y : τ/uy}〉〉r def= νr ′.(〈〈ρ〉〉r ′ |〈〈r ′{y : τ/uy}〉〉r )
〈〈r ′{y : τ/uy}〉〉r def= !r(u, c). if u = uy then νz˜σ : σ .c¯〈z¯σ {y/zτ }〉 else r¯ ′〈u, c〉
where z˜σ is a tuple of fresh names indexed by the types of , and where z˜σ {x/zτ } is z˜σ
with the name at index τ replaced by x. We need this tuple to ensure that the encoding is
well-typed; the type of -tables is thus 〈ι, 〈˜〉〉, where ι is the type of integer encodings.
We also give a corresponding let-syntax for accessing -tables.
let x : τ = r[m] in P def= νc.(r¯〈m, c〉 | c(z˜σ {x/zτ }).P )
let x0, x˜ : τ0, τ˜ = r[m0, m˜] in P
def= let x0 : τ0 = r[m0] in let x¯ : τ˜ = r[m˜] in P
The next lemma relates processes P to the interpretation of their representation [[P ]].
As long as the interpreter can be finitely defined, the result is not surprising, since the
π-calculus has sufficient expressive power. In particular, similar interpreters should be
definable for most variants of the π-calculus.
Lemma 34 (Finite interpreter). In the π-calculus, with or without name matching, let 
be a finite set of types and let S be a finite set of typed names with types in . There is a
process Ru of sort S unionmulti {u} such that, for every -proper process P with sort S, we have
νu.(〈〈[[P ]]〉〉u|Ru) ≈ P .
Proof. Let ρS be the finite table ∅{ ˜y : τy/[[y]]}, where y : τy ranges over S. We define
the interpreter Ru
def= Ru(ρS) in Fig. 2, using the encodings for processes, names, integers,
types, and -tables specified above, with an auxiliary replicated input Dε that recursively
performs pattern matching on the process coded by u in the -table coded by r . The inter-
preter closely follows the syntax and types for processes. The last series of clauses is pres-
ent only when the source π-calculus has a name matching prefix, and is implemented using
the same prefix.
In Ru, reduction steps are either steps in strong correspondence with those of the source
process, on the same channel names and with the same arguments, or bookkeeping steps:
steps for the encodings, and reductions on ε. We write →d for those bookkeeping reduc-
tion steps. These bookkeeping steps are deterministic and normalizing: for any -proper
process P and -table ρ, the process
R(P, ρ)
def= νu(〈〈[[P ]]〉〉u|Ru(ρ))
has a →d -normal form, which is unique up to ≡. Specifically, we have
Pρ ≡ νy˜.
(
I |∏Gi.Piρi)
R(P, ρ)→∗d∼ νy˜.
(
I |∏Gi.R(Pi, ρi)) in →d -normal form
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Fig. 2. Finite interpreter.
where I is a product of -proper output terms, each Gi is a guard (either input, replicated
input, or matching), each Pi is a subterm of P (prior to α-conversion), and ρi is the -table
representing the substitution applied to Pi (which may perform α-conversion). We use the
strong bisimulation in the second equation to replicate or discard Dε and representations
of integers and tables, and move these under guards. Note that the right-hand sides of both
equations are unique up to structural equivalence.
Structural equivalence in the source process corresponds only to labeled bisimilarity
in the interpreter––in particular, α-conversion may cause additional reductions on integer
indices in the interpreter. We avoid this problem by using the normal forms; we let
R
def=
{
(P,Q) |P ≡ νy˜.
(
I |∏Gi.Piρi),Q→∗d∼ νy˜.(I |∏Gi.R(Pi, ρi))
for some names y˜, guards Gi , some product of outputs I ,
and some -proper process Pi and -tables ρi
such that the sort of Pi is included in the domain of ρi
}
(Note that there is no type restriction on I .) We prove that R is a labeled bisimulation: if
P RQ, then
• Asynchronous input and output steps of P and Q match trivially, since they only affect
the I and y˜ components, which are identical in the normal forms of P and Q, and
bookkeeping reductions in Q can only extend I and y˜.
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• If P → P ′, we must have I ≡ IM |M for some IM,M , and (M|Gj .Pjρj )→ Pjρjρ′
for some j and substitution ρ′, such that
P ′ ≡ νy˜.
(
IM |(Pjρj )ρ′|∏i /=j Gi.Piρi
)
where Gj is either an input or a name matching (with M = 0 if Gj is a matching). We
then have
Q→∗d→ Q′ ∼ νy˜.
(
IM |R(Pj , ρjρ′)|∏i /=j Gi.R(Pi, ρi)
)
and we can further extend this computation with the bookkeeping steps that normalize
R(Pj , ρjρ
′):
Q′ →∗d∼ νy˜, y˜′.
(
IM |I ′|
(∏
G′k.R(P ′k, ρ′k)
)
|
(∏
i /=j Gi.R(Pi, ρi)
))
Since the condition on Pj and ρj implies that (Pjρj )ρ′ = Pj (ρjρ′) we then have P ′ ≡
νy˜, y˜′.(IM |I ′|(∏G′k.P ′kρ′k)|(∏i /=j Gi.Piρi)), hence P ′RQ′.
• If Q→ Q′, then either Q→d Q′, and then P RQ′, or, as above, there are some M ,
IM , j , ρ
′ such that Q′ →∗d Q′′ ∼ νy˜.(IM |R(Pj , ρjρ′)|
∏
Gi.R(Pi, ρi)); then we have
P → P ′ def= νy˜(IM |(Pjρj )ρ′|∏Gi.Piρi) and, as above, considering the normal forms
of Q′′ and P ′ gives us P ′RQ′.
The main result follows from the fact that P = PρS RR(P, ρS). 
We now need to show that our interpreter can emulate all processes of sort S, not just
-proper ones. Because the interpreter must be a finite process, some preliminary encoding
is needed to eliminate arbitrarily large syntactic constructs which might occur in the pro-
cess to be interpreted. The problem occurs for the channels that are never extruded. These
channels can have arbitrary types, unrelated to , and arbitrarily large arities. Since these
channels are internal to the source process, we can use a structural, type-driven transla-
tion that implements communication on channels of these unrelated types with a series of
communications on channels of some uniform type, in the spirit of the encoding from the
polyadic π-calculus to its monadic subset (see, e.g., [27]). The correctness of the encoding
rests on the following notion:
Definition 35. A set of channel types  is closed under decomposition when, for each
σ ∈ , if σ = 〈σ1, . . . , σn〉, then also σ1, . . . , σn ∈  (up to unfolding).
With the simple type system given in Section 2, any finite set of type  has a finite
smallest superset D() that is closed under decomposition.
Lemma 36. Let  be a finite set of types. There is a finite set of types F() ⊇  such that,
for any process P whose free names are typed in F(), there exists Po whose names are
all typed in F() with P ≈l P o.
Proof. We take F() def= D() ∪ {o}, where o def= µo. 〈 ˜D() ∪ {o}, o〉. Note that F() is
closed under decomposition. We define a translation (·)o on typed terms, setting for types
σo
def= σ when σ ∈ F() and σo def= o when σ ∈ F().
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For processes, the translation is compositional and type-driven. In the rules below, the
tuple index σ in z˜σ ranges over F(), while the i in τ˜i , u˜i , y˜i , ranges over {1, . . . , n}.
(We assume that all names introduced in the translation are fresh.) The top two rules apply
when the type of x is in F(); the next two rules apply when the type of y0 is 〈τ˜i ∈ F().
(x¯〈u˜i〉)o def= x¯〈u˜i〉
(x(u˜i)).P 0o
def= x(u˜i).P o
(y0〈u˜i〉)o def= ˜νzσ : σ.ν˜yi : o.
n∏
i=1
yi−1〈z˜σ {ui/zτoi }, yi〉
(y0(u˜i).P )
o def= y0(z˜σ {u1/zτo1 }, y1). . . . .yn−1(z˜σ {un/zτon }, yn).P o
0o
def= 0 (P |Q)o def= Po|Qo (!P)o def=!Po
(νz : τ.P )o def= νz : τo.P o ([x = x′]P def= [x = x′]Po
The translation leaves any name that may be exchanged with the environment un-
changed, and changes the type of some local names to reflect the use of a generic com-
munication protocol.
To prove the correctness of the translation up to labeled bisimilarity, we show that the
relation containing the pairs (I |P, I |Po) for all products of outputs I , and all P whose free
variables are all typed in F(σ), is a labeled bisimilarity up to expansion [39]. Transitions
in the translated process are either in direct correspondence with transitions in the source
process, or additional internal steps on local names introduced by the encoding of output;
these internal steps are deterministic. Using labeled expansion, we can perform all these
additional steps immediately after any internal step on an encoded channel, and obtain
the translation of the resulting source process after the internal step. Note that the closure
property of F() ensures that outputs in I can only interact with P or Po when they are
typed in F(), and conversely that outputs of P or Po remain typed in F(). 
Using the expanded type set F() of Lemma 36 in Lemma 34, the identity !P ≈l
νz.(z¯|!z.(P |z¯)) to replace general replication with replicated input, and the translation Po
to eliminate types outside F(), we obtain a universal interpreter:
Corollary 37 (Interpreter). In the π-calculus, with or without name matching, let S be a
finite set of typed names. There is a process Ru of sort S unionmulti {u} such that, for every process
P of sort S, there exists a process Q such that νu.(〈〈[[Q]]〉〉u|Ru) ≈l Q ≈l P .
While our interpreter may be adapted to various type systems (e.g., Lemma 36 may
be weakened for the π-calculus with an infinite system of variable sorts, where D()
can be infinite), its existence is not always guaranteed. For instance, in the join calculus
with polymorphism à la ML [17], the interpreter can be adapted to polymorphic types but,
surprisingly, there is no finite interpreter if we also add name matching. In that setting, we
still have ≈ = ≈l but we cannot prove an equivalent of Theorem 1. On the contrary:
Lemma 38. In the join calculus with both polymorphic types and name matching, labeled
bisimilarity is strictly finer than the congruence of barbed bisimilarity: ≈l ⊂≈˙◦.
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Proof. We give a counter-example in the join calculus, in the spirit of Brookes’ counter-
example between limit bisimulations and bisimilarity.
For any n ∈ N, we let Pn be a process that performs a series of tests on a polymorphic
name f¯ : ∀α.〈Int, 〈〈α〉〉〉 encoding a function (in continuation passing style, cf. [17]). After
an initial call to f 〈0, c〉 returns, Pn successively calls f 〈i, c〉 twice for each i ∈ N, and
tests, if i < n, that (1) both calls return the same name vi ; and (2) vi /= vj for any j < i. If
any test fails, a single t is emitted; otherwise, if f passes all tests, Pn is nondeterministic,
and may or may not emit t . Nothing happens if the initial call does not return. We also
let Pω be a process that performs the same calls to f , but ‘fails’ and emits a single t
irrespective of the results (as long as the initial call returns). For instance, we can use the
processes
Pn
def= def x〈 〉|y〈 〉 2 0 ∧ x〈 〉|z〈 〉 2 t〈 〉 in
def e〈i, d〉 2
def c〈v〉|c′〈v′〉|c′′〈 〉 2
[i < n][v = v′]d〈v〉|
def d ′〈u〉 2 d〈u〉|[u = v]x〈 〉 in e〈i + 1, d ′〉 in
f 〈i, c〉|f 〈i, c′〉|c′′〈 〉|[i < n]x〈 〉 in
def c〈v〉 2 (z〈 〉|def d〈v〉 2 y〈 〉 in e〈0, d〉) in f 〈0, c〉
Pω
def= def e〈i〉 2
def c〈v〉|c′〈v′〉|c′′ 2 e〈i + 1〉in
f 〈i, c〉|f 〈i, c′〉|c′′ in
def c〈v〉 2 t〈 〉|e〈0〉 in f 〈0, c〉
The π-calculus equivalent of the two join definitions that involve some synchronization
would be here !y.x|!z.x.t¯ , and !c′′.c(v).c′(v′).[ ], respectively. The other join definitions
are equivalent to replicated inputs; in all cases, the def implies scope restriction. The inte-
ger operations (comparison prefix, zero, and increment) can be replaced with standard
encodings.
For any n ∈ N, if f honors the initial call, the process Pn can lose the ability to emit t
(Pn  ⇓t ) if and only if f passes all tests at rank n. Conversely, Pω emits t as soon as the
initial call returns.
For a given n ∈ N, it is straightforward to write a context Cn[ ] that defines a function
fn passing all tests for i  n (and does not bind t). Conversely, in the case C[Pn] can pass
all tests, the context C[ ] must have n different names (vi)i<n to return. Since each name
must be returned twice, these names cannot be created under a join pattern that defines
f . By definition of the generalization criterion, names with a polymorphic type cannot
be received in a join pattern that defines f . Hence, these returned values must already be
defined in C[ ], and the size of C[ ] grows with n.
We now compare the processes S1 =⊕n<ω Pn and S2 =⊕nω Pn, noting that if
Si →∗ P , then either P ≈ Si , or P ≈ Pn (with n < ω if i = 1), as the Pn have no transi-
tions without a definition for f .
S1 ≈l S2: the reduction S2 → Pω cannot be matched by S1. In the case S1 →∗≈Pn, we
add the context Cn[ ]; the process Cn[Pn] can perform transitions and reach a state
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where it has lost its barb on t , while Cn[Pω] cannot. Yet, S1 ≈l Pω either, because no
reduction S1 →∗ Pn can be matched by Pω, for the same reason.
S1≈˙◦S2: any given context C[ ] can perform tests only at a bounded depth, hence there is
n ∈ N such that, for any m  n, we have C[Pm] ≈˙C[Pω]. 
7.3. Universal context
We are now ready to prove ≈˙◦2 ⊆ ≈. We build a single context US[ ] that has essentially
the discriminating power of all contexts. We call this context a universal context.
Lemma 39 (Universal context). For all finite sets of typed names S such that x, y ∈ S,
there is an evaluation context US[ ] such that the relation
φS
def= {(P,Q) | fv(P ) ∪ fv(Q) ⊆ S and US[P ] ≈˙2 US[Q]}
has the following properties:
(1) Let C[ ] be an evaluation context such that fv(C[P ]) ⊆ {x, y} for any P with
fv(P ) ⊆ S. For all P and Q, if P φS Q, then C[P ] ≈˙2 C[Q].
(2) Let σ range over injective substitutions on names. The relation φ def= {(Pσ,Qσ) |
∃S.P φS Q} is a congruence and a barbed bisimulation, hence φS ⊆ ≈.
Proof. Let B[ ] be the evaluation context B{x,y}[ ] = N[F{x,y}[ ]] that is given by
Lemma 32 for the set {x, y} with bound k ∈ N, and some int ∈ S. Let Ru be the interpreter
given by Corollary 37, for processes of sort S ∪ {x, y}, for some u ∈ S.
We build our context as follows:
Tu
def= int〈u〉 ⊕ F{x,y}[Ru]
Gn
def= νc.(c¯〈n〉|!c(u).c¯〈u+ 1〉|c(u).Tu)
US,n[ ] def= N[νS.(Gn|[ ])]
US[ ] def= US,k[ ]
If P has sort S, then Ru has sort S unionmulti {x, y, u}, Tu has sort S unionmulti {int, u}, νS.(Gn|P) has
sort {int}, and US,n[P ] has sort {x, y}. The process Ru interprets a π-calculus process,
R, encoded by u. The process Tu either reveals the value u as an integer barb or silently
reduces to F{x,y}[Ru]. The process Gk chooses any integer n  k as the result of an infinite
internal choice Tk ⊕ (Tk+1 ⊕ (Tk+2 ⊕ · · ·)): we have Gn ≈l Tn ⊕Gn+1 for any n  k.
Using these processes, the context US[ ] chooses an (integer-encoded) context νS.(R|[ ])
encoded by n, then either reveals this choice of context or behaves like this context. We
let the contexts Kn[ ] and K ′n[ ] be the derivatives of US,n[ ] at these intermediate stages,
after choosing this particular n and after choosing to run the interpreter Ru with this 〈〈n〉〉u,
respectively, and let G′ and T ′ be the inert residues of these stages (G′ ∼l 0, T ′ ∼l 0):
G′ def= νc.!c(u).c¯〈u+ 1〉
T ′ def= νt.(t.int〈u〉|G′)
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Kn[ ] def= N[νS.(νu.(G′|〈〈n〉〉u|Tu)|[ ])]
K ′n[ ] def= B[νS.(νu.(T ′|〈〈n〉〉u|Ru)|[ ])]
We will use the following reduction property. Let Q be a process of sort S. If
US[Q] →∗ U ′, then there exists n  k andQ′ such thatQ→∗ Q′ and one of the following
holds:
(G) US[Q] →∗ US,n[Q′] ≡ U ′.
(T) US[Q] →∗ Kn[Q′] ≡ U ′.
(R) US[Q] →∗ K ′n[Q′] →∗ U ′.
The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation, and relies on Lemma 32(2).
Crucially, only Ru shares names with the process placed in US,n[ ]. This process Ru is
guarded until K ′n[ ] appears in the reduction. Till then, reductions in the context and reduc-
tions from Q always commute.
Assume that P , Q, and C[ ] meet the hypotheses of (1). For all reductions C[P ] →∗ V ,
we prove the existence of W such that C[Q] →∗ W and V ≈˙2 W . There exists a process
R of sort S ∪ {x, y} such that C[P ] ≡ νS.(P |R) and C[Q] ≡ νS.(Q|R), with an integer
encoding [[R]]  k. Starting from US[P ], we build reductions representing C[P ] →∗ V
with an interpreted [[R]], we use ≈˙2-bisimulations as given in the definition of φS , and we
extract reductions C[Q] →∗ W . The situation is detailed in the diagram below, with the
extracted reductions on the right.
(1) The upper square of the diagram deals with the internal choice of n = [[R]] in Gn.
The top edge holds by definition of φS . On the left, we have reductions
US[P ] → US,k+1[P ] → · · · → US,[[R]] → K[[R]][P ]
By ≈˙2-bisimulation, we obtain reductions US[Q] →∗ U ′ on the right, with
K[[R]][P ] ≈˙2 U ′. By construction, K[[R]][P ]→∗ ≈˙2 N[[R]] and, by bisimulation, U ′
must have the same property. We show that the reductions US[Q] →∗ U ′ are in
case (T) of the reduction property, with n = [[R]]. Otherwise:
(R) We have K ′n[Q′] ≈˙B[νS, u.(〈〈n〉〉u(|Ru|Q′))] and, by Lemma 32(3),
K ′n[Q′]→∗ ≈˙2 Nm only for m < k.
(T) with n = [[R]]. We have reductions to (R), as discussed above, and to Nn up to
≈˙2, and thus U ′ →∗ ≈˙2 Nn implies n = [[R]].
(G) We have U ′ →∗ ≈˙2 Nn for some n > [[R]]. However, the symmetric argument
of the case above yields K[[R]][P ]→∗ ≈˙2 Nm implies m = n.
(2) Below, the reduction K[[R]][P ] → K ′[[R]][P ] discards the integer barb [[R]] used as
a marker for this particular C[ ] and starts the interpreter. Using Corollary 37, the
preservation of ≈l by application of the evaluation context B[ ], and the inclusion
≈l ⊆≈˙2, we obtain K ′[[R]][P ] ≈˙2 B[C[P ]].
(3) In the bottom-left square, the reductions C[P ] →∗ V in context B[ ] are simulated by
some K ′[[R]][P ] →∗ Z with B[V ] ≈˙2 Z.
(4) In the central part of the diagram, the reductions K[[R]][P ] →∗ K ′[[R]][P ] →∗ Z can
be simulated by K[[R]][Q′] →∗ Z′ with Z ≈˙2 Z′.
Since B[V ] ≈˙2 Z′ and, by Lemma 32(3), not B[V ]→∗ ≈˙2 N[[R]], the reductions
K[[R]][Q′] →∗ Z′ must be in case (R) for n = [[R]] and, for someQ′′ withQ′ →∗ Q′′,
we can split these reductions into K[[R]][Q′] →∗ K ′[[R]][Q′′] →∗ Z′. (However, there
is no central ≈˙2 edge and no obvious way to relate C[P ] and C[Q′′] at this stage.)
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(5) In the bottom-right square, by Corollary 37, we obtain the top ≈˙2 edge and, by simu-
lation, K ′[[R]][Q′′] →∗ Z′ implies B[C[Q′′]] →∗ Z′′ for some Z′′ ≈˙2 Z′. Composing
the ≈˙2 equivalences at the bottom, we obtain B[V ] ≈˙2 Z′′. By Lemma 32(2), there
exists W such that C[Q′′] →∗ W and Z′′ ≡ B[W ].
(6) Composing the reductions on the right, we finally obtain C[Q] →∗ W and B[V ] ≈˙2
B[W ], that is, V ≈˙W by Lemma 32(1).
We conclude the proof of property (1) of the lemma by showing that the relation {(C[P ],
C[Q])|P φS Q} ∪ ≈˙2 is a double-barbed bisimulation. We have just established a sufficient
bisimulation property: if C[P ] →∗ V , then C[Q] →∗ W with V ≈˙2 W , and vice-versa.
The preservation of the barbs ⇓x and ⇓y follows from the special case of an empty series
of steps (C[P ] = V ): we obtain C[Q]→∗ ≈˙2 C[P ], hence C[P ] ⇓x implies C[Q] ⇓x and
C[P ] ⇓y implies C[Q] ⇓y .
The proof of property (2) of the lemma combines several instances of property (1). In
the definition of φ, we use the injective renamings to circumvent the limitation {x, y} ∈ S.
Assume Pσ φ Qσ with P φS Q.
Barbs: We let C[ ] = BS[ ], where the context BS[ ] is given by Lemma 32, and obtain
BS[P ] ≈˙2 BS[Q] by property (1). By Lemma 32(1), we have P ≈˙Q. In particular P
and Q have the same weak barbs, and Pσ and Qσ have the same barbs.
Bisimulation: If P →∗ P ′, by definition of φS , we have US[P ] ≈˙2 US[Q], and the reduc-
tions US[P ] →∗ US[P ′] is simulated by some US[Q] →∗ U ′. Both series of reduc-
tions are in case (G) for n = k, since otherwise we don’t have U ′ →∗ ≈˙2 Nn for all
n  k (Lemma 32(3)). We obtain Q→∗ Q′ with U ′ ≡ US[Q′], and finally P ′φSQ′.
Finally, for all injective renamings σ and processes P , we have Pσ → P ′σ if and only
if P → P ′.
Context closure: For a given evaluation context C′′[ ], there exist an evaluation context
C′[ ] and an injective renaming σ ′ such that x, y /∈ fv(C′[ ]), C′′[Pσ ] = (C′[P ])σ ′,
and C′′[Qσ ] = (C′[Q])σ ′. (If x appears in the sort of C′′[ ], we pick a fresh name x′
and let σ ′ = σ {x/x′ }, and similarly for y.)
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We let S′ = S ∪ fv(C′[ ]) and C[ ] = US′ [C′[ ]]. By property (1) for S and C[ ], we
obtain US′ [C′[P ]] ≈˙2 U ′S[C′[Q]], which is the definition of C′[P ]φS′ C′[Q], and thus
C′′[Pσ ]φ C′′[Qσ ]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. To conclude, we prove the inclusion ≈˙◦2 ⊆ ≈. Assume P ≈˙◦2 Q and
let S = fv(P ) ∪ fv(Q). If x, y ∈ S, by congruence property, we have US[P ] ≈˙2 US[Q].
By Lemma 39(2), we obtain P ≈ Q. If x or y appear in S, we similarly obtain Pσ ≈ Qσ
for some injective renaming σ , hence P ≈ Q. 
8. Labels instead of barbs and contexts
Bisimulation proofs of barbed congruences still require some explicit context closure, as
for instance in most proofs of [3,14]. This is not the case for labeled bisimulations, where
congruence is a derived property instead of a requirement in the definition of equivalence.
Thus, purely co-inductive proof techniques suffice to establish equivalences. We write ≈l
for (weak) labeled bisimilarity, and refer to [6,16,40] for various formulations of ≈l for
asynchronous process calculi and their impact on proof techniques.
Considered as an auxiliary semantics for a reduction system, a labeled transition system
is sound at least when its silent τ -transitions coincide with the reductions ( τ→ ∗ =→∗) and
when its labeled transitions determine the observation predicates ⇓x . Then, any (weak)
labeled bisimulation is also a barbed bisimulation. Considered as a proof technique for
observational equivalences, labeled bisimulation is sound (≈l ⊆ ≈) when, in addition,
labeled bisimilarity is closed by application of all contexts used in the definition of ≈.
This is usually the case, inasmuch as labels are meant to represent elementary contexts.
In the π-calculus, we have P ↓x if and only if P α→ for some output label of the form
α = (˜z)x¯〈y˜〉; ≈l is closed by restriction and parallel contexts (see [6]); hence we have
the well-known inclusions ≈l ⊆ ≈ and ≈l ⊆≈˙◦. The first inclusion is strict because our
evaluation contexts have less discriminating power than labels. For instance, the key barbed
congruence for equators, recalled in Proposition 8, is not a labeled bisimulation. Whereas
the process Eyx silently converts messages between x and y, one can still distinguish x
from y as an argument in output transitions. For instance, Eyx |z¯〈x〉 /≈l Eyx |z¯〈y〉 because the
labels z¯〈x〉 and z¯〈y〉 are not equated.
To fix this discrepancy, the usual approach is to extend the syntax with a name matching
prefix, such as [x = y]P . In the extended calculus, each label can then be tested by a
specific context through a series of name matchings, and thus barbed congruence should
coincide with some variant of labeled bisimulation. (Although labeled bisimulations may
be easier to establish, name matching is a mixed blessing. It is usually not a primitive
in higher-order settings. Technically, it also induces additional subtleties [37], and breaks
properties such as the stability of equivalence by substitution. Many useful equations that
are proper to asynchronous calculi disappear [24]. Besides, labeled bisimulations may be
too fine even in presence of name matching in the syntax [1].)
In the π-calculus with name matching, early bisimulation and barbed congruence coin-
cide, but the proof is delicate––this is mentioned as an open question in [29]. To our
knowledge, the only general statement of their coincidence appears in Sangiorgi’s thesis
[36], with a proof of the problematic inclusion ≈˙◦ ⊆ ≈l for both CCS and the monadic
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π-calculus; the technique consists of building contexts that test for all possible behaviors
of a process under bisimulation, and that exhibit different barbs accordingly. This tech-
nique requires infinite contexts with infinitely many recursive constants and free names.
These extended contexts are never considered in the usual congruence properties for the
π-calculus, and they cannot be expressed using the simpler constructs of asynchronous
calculi.
In other works, partial results are obtained for variants of the calculus (CCS [29], the
asynchronous π-calculus [6]). The proof techniques are similar, but use only finite con-
texts. As a result, the coincidence is established only for image finite processes. A process
P is image finite when the set of its derivatives is finite. In the case of weak relations, this
means in particular that {P ′, P →∗ P ′} has to be finite. This restriction is annoying, espe-
cially as many processes that use replication (or even replicated input) are not image-finite
by series of reductions. For instance, we have !(τ.P )→∗!(τ.P )|P | · · · |P and similarly
Q = x¯|!x.(P |x¯)→∗ Q|P | · · · |P .
Theorem 5. In the π-calculus with name matching, we have ≈˙◦ = ≈l .
We could adapt Sangiorgi’s proof by replacing all free names by integers, as Lemmas
31 and 34 would provide a finite encoding of his infinite contexts. Actually, there is a much
simpler proof at hand: we prove the inclusion ≈ ⊆ ≈l then apply Theorem 1. A proof of
the inclusion ≈ ⊆ ≈l already appears in [22], in a similar setting. Our proof, however,
is significantly shorter, and illustrates the advantage of the congruence-and-bisimulation
definition of equivalence. Instead of capturing the whole synchronization tree in a huge
context, we exhibit for every labeled transition a context that specifically detects this tran-
sition, then disappears up to barbed congruence. The proof relies on the following technical
lemma:
Lemma 40 (Accommodating the extrusions). In the π-calculus, with or without name
matching, let P,Q be processes and y ∈ fv(P,Q). We have P ≈ Q if and only if νx.(y¯〈x〉
|P) ≈ νx.(y¯〈x〉|Q).
Intuitively, the evaluation contextsEx,y[ ] def= νx.(y¯〈x〉|[ ]) represent the residues of con-
texts that test for output labels of the form (x)z¯〈w˜〉 that extrude x.
Proof. Since ≈ is closed by application of evaluation contexts, if P ≈ Q, then also
Ex,y[P ] ≈ Ex,y[Q]. Conversely, let R be the relation that contains all pairs of processes
(P,Q) such that, for some y not free in P , Q, we have Ex,y[P ] ≈ Ex,y[Q]. We show that
R is a congruence and a barbed bisimulation.
(Strong) bisimulation: Reduction steps in P and Ex,y[P ] are in direct correspondence:
if P → P ′, then Ex,y[P ] → Ex,y[P ′], and conversely if Ex,y[P ] → T , then we can
exhibit some process P ′ such that P → P ′ and T ≡ Ex,y[P ′]. (Since y ∈ fv(P ), the
message y¯〈x〉 remains inert.)
(Strong) barbs: assume y, t ∈ fv(P ). We never have P ↓y . We have P ⇓x if and
only if Ex,y[P ]|y(x).x(˜u).t¯ ⇓t . For any z ∈ {x, y}, we have P ↓z if and only if
Ex,y[P ] ↓z.
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Context closure: without loss of generality, we consider only contexts of the form C[ ] def=
νv˜.(R|[ ]) and we exhibit a context C′[ ] such that for any processes P with y, z ∈
fv(P ) ∪ {˜v}, we can commute contexts up to equivalence: C′[Ex,y[P ]] ≈ Ex,z[C[P ]].
When C[ ] does not restrict x (x ∈ v˜), we use:
C′[ ] def= νy.νv˜.([ ]|y(x).(z¯〈x〉|R))
Otherwise, we use the context
C′[ ] def= Ex,z[0]|νy.νv˜.([ ]|y(x).R)
(In both cases, we actually prove a finer, labeled bisimulation; we omit these proofs.)
To conclude, suppose P RQ, that is, Ex,y[P ] ≈ Ex,y[Q]. Since ≈ is a congruence,
we have C′[Ex,y[P ]] ≈ C′[Ex,y[Q]]. By transitivity, we obtain Ex,z[C[P ]] ≈
Ex,z[C[Q]], that is, C[P ]RC[Q]. 
In combination with our previous results, this establishes the coincidence of labeled
bisimulation and barbed congruence in the presence of name matching:
Theorem 6. In the π-calculus with name matching, we have ≈ = ≈l .
Proof. We prove ≈⊆ ≈l by establishing that ≈ is a labeled bisimulation.
Let P ≈ Q and P α→ P ′. We build a specific context for every label α.
Internal step: In case P → P ′, the bisimulation requirement of ≈ suffices to obtain
Q→∗ Q′ with P ′ ≈ Q′.
Input action: In case P
x(y˜)−→ P ′, we have P ′ ≡ P x¯〈y˜〉. We always have Q x(y˜)−→ Q′ def=
Q|x¯〈y˜〉. We use congruence for the context [ ]|x¯〈y˜〉 to obtain P ′ ≈ Q′.
Output action: We only consider the case P (z)x¯〈y,z〉−−−−−→ P ′ where the process P outputs a
single free name y and a single bound name z (being extruded). The general case easily
follows. We apply the congruence property for the context
T [ ] def= t¯ |x(y′, z).
(
u¯〈z〉|[y = y′]t |∏y∈fv(P )[y = z]t¯
)
where t is a name that does not occur in P or Q. The message t¯ is used as a barb
that disappears only if the process in T [ ] produces an output with label (z)x¯〈y,z〉−−−−−→.
That is, T [P ] →→→ Ez,u[P ′] and, whenever T [Q] →∗ T ′ with T ′ ⇓t , there is a
process Q′ such that Q→∗ (z)x¯〈y,z〉−−−−−→→∗ Q′ and T ′ ≡ Ez,u[Q′]. Then, T [P ] ≈ T [Q]
and T [P ] →∗ .
Ez,u[P ′] yields by bisimulation such a Q′ with T [Q] →∗ Ez,u[Q′] (since Ez,u[P ′] ⇓t )
and Ez,u[P ′] ≈ Ez,u[Q′]. We conclude by Lemma 40. 
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9. A family portrait (summary)
We finally gather our results in a hierarchy of equivalences. Fig. 3 deals with the
general case of a reduction system equipped with a notion of evaluation context, and
compares the main congruences considered in this paper. All solid lines represent inclu-
sions between relations (which may or may not be strict). These inclusions
directly follow from the definitions. The same inclusions hold for any choice of
derived observation predicates: committed, existential, or committed-existential. In
practice, for process calculi, we expect the additional inclusion "fair ⊆ "may, and
also that at least the tiers with dotted horizontal lines remain different: ≈ ⊂≶⊂ "fair
⊂ "may.
Fig. 4 deals with our asynchronous π-calculus, in the absence of name matching. It
combines results obtained for different variants of our equivalences, for different choices of
observation predicates, as discussed in Sections 5 and 6. We omit the existential variants for
the congruences≈,≶,"fair, and"may––they all coincide with their base equivalence. With
name matching, the two upper tier also coincide. Fig. 5 deals with the simpler hierarchy
obtained for the local π-calculus, with the same conventions.
Almost all interesting results seem specific to the π-calculus, inasmuch as their
proofs rely on specific contexts and encodings. However, we believe that the basic
techniques can be carried over to many variants of the π-calculus and to similar process
calculi. This is certainly the case for the join calculus; despite the significant differences
discussed in Section 6, and a few twists in the main proofs [12,13,16]. Some techniques
have also been usefully applied to Cardelli and Gordon’s calculus of Mobile Ambients [18],
and to mobile process calculi with cryptographic primitives [1–3].
Fig. 3. General inclusions between asynchronous congruences.
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Fig. 4. Strict inclusions in the asynchronous π -calculus.
Fig. 5. Strict inclusions in the local π -calculus.
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